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RAs Discuss Program's Problems
I Got You Babe...
One important facet of the Resident Assistant
program is All Campus Productions (ACP), such
as the "Lip Sync Contest" which the program •
hosted in the Cave last Saturday night.
Participants danced and mouthed the words to
their favorite tunes, while amused friends and
classmates looked on. This student chose to sing
along to Cher, and dressed up to suit the role.
Cher rocketed to fame with her early 1970s
television variety show. For another action
photograph, turn to page 7.
CYNTHIA KRON
Academic Reputation In Question...
BYELLAMAYSETH
Opinion Editor
On Friday, March 13, the
Office of Residential Life is
scheduled to announce their
decision concerning the selec-
tion of residential advisors (RA)
for the 1992-93 academic year.
Out of the approximately sixty
students who applied, thirty to
thirty-five will be chosen for a
position.
RA's are responsible for
supervising their domitories,
and counseling the residents.
They receive a biweekly sti-
pend and choice housing as-
signments as compensa tion for
their efforts.
Upperlevel positions
within the program also bring
salaries and top room assign-
ments, but with responsibili-
ties other than direct contact
with students.
With highly demanding
criteria, the RA program has
gained a campuswide reputa-
tion for selectivity and exclu-
siveness.
According to the staff
cordinator,ArunDuleep, rep-
resenting the position of the
Office of Residential Life to
iheTripod, eighty-nine percent
of those who could renew chose
to do so this year.
Statistically speaking,
this percentage reflects a gen-
eral satisfaction of the program
within the existing staff. The
percentage does not take into
account the RAs who quit or are
fired from the program during
the course of a year.
In a series of interviews
conducted by the Tripod, sev-
eral former and present staff
members have argued that these
figures do not do justice to the
overall feelings of the program.
While generally pleased
with having been a part of Resi-
dential Life, a number of mem-
bers recognize its substantial
shortcomings.
Eli Lake, resident assis-
tant in Wheaton, cites the
organization's bureaucracy and
hierarchy to be a major draw-
back. A system overcrowded
with unnecessary upperlevel
positions, he claims, prevents
RAs from exerting a significant
influence over decisions. Mr.
Lake insists that allowing the
RAs to be more creative would
lead to more effectual program-
ming.
Yet residential coordina-
tor (RC) Richard Zednick dis-
agrees with this assessment. Mr.
Zednick maintains that every-
one is heard equally arid that
RAs definately have the oppor-
tunity to influence the decisions.
As an upperlevel staff
member himself, Mr. Zednick
emphasizes, "1 don't belittle
anything an RA says. If a resi-
dent coordinator believes in
something an RA says, he/she
will second that sentiment to
Kristina Dow who does make
the final decision."
Whether the
organization's internal struc-
ture is effectual or whether it
serves to create tensions within
the staff is highly debated
among members.
According to one former
RA who served on the program
for two years and has asked to
remain anonymous, the pro-
gram is becoming increasingly
hierarchical, lost its original at-
mosphere of community.
The individual stated, "I
think Chris tinaDowhasa tough
job, but I do think that she pro-
moted tension between the in-
dividual and the program by
giving too much of a pecking
order."
A second former RA cited
the businesslike internal struc-
ture as the primary cause for
his/her departure. This source
alleges that the program, in
becoming more businesslike,
served to isolate the residential
staff members from one another.
Stressing this strict divi-
sion among RAs, this former
RA stated that "different rules
applied to different people...I
felt that it was time to move on
please turn to page 7
U.S. News Survey HoldsTriniiy Off Top 25
BYJIMBARR
Opinion Editor
Trinity College's greatly
disputed ranking in the U.S.
News and World Report Col-
lege Guide was unchanged from
last year. Once again, the maga-
zine picked Williams College as
the number one national liberal
arts college, and Trinity College
was excluded from the top 25
list.
The magazine rates col-
leges in different categories,
National Universities, National
Liberal Arts Colleges, Regional
Universities, and Regional Lib-
eral Arts Colleges. Trinity is
categorized as a National Lib-
eral Arts college.
The top 25 colleges are
listed for each category, and the
remaining colleges listed in a
section entitled "TheBestOf The
Rest," which is div ided into four
quartiles. Trinity is listed in
quartile one, placing it above all
other three quartiles, but just
below the top 25 list.
The controversial survey
is based on five categories, aca-
demic reputation, student selec-
tivity, faculty*
school make the academic repu-
tation judgments about each
other school in their category.
U.S. News and World Report's
stance on this system is that
"While U.S. News is aware that
not even college presidents can
freshman acceptance rate, the
matriculation rate, percentage
of students who graduated in
the top 10% of their high school
class, and SAT/ ACT scores. The
figures used cover the 1990
freshman class.
' " —— T h e
"While U.S. News is aware that not even college l o w e s t ac"
._ o ceptance
sources, and presidents can make precise judgments about.schools other rate in the
student satis- than their own, the survey is designed to measure not top 25 was at
financial re- academic quality as such, but academic reputation..." (#3^ wliere
sources cat : : only 20% ofegory counted for 20%, student
satisfaction 5%, and the three
other categories counted for
twenty five percent.
Academic reputation is
determined by U.S. News' ex-
clusive survey of 2,425 college
presidents, deans, and admis-
sions directors, 140 of which
voted on Trinity.
Administrators at each
make precise judgments about
schools other than their own,
the survey is designed to mea-
sure not academic quality as
such,butacademicreputation—
which has become so vital in
opening doors for college stu-
dents to both graduate educa-
tion and employment."
Student selectivity cat-
egory was determined by the
the applicants were accepted.
Grinnell College (#16) accepted
69%. The average acceptance
rate for the schools on the top 25
list was 44%, Trinity accepted
50% of its applicants.
The highest average SAT
scores were 1335 (cumulative)
• at Williams (#1), and the lowest
average score in the top 25 was
1120 atMountHolyoke College
(#18). The average score at the
top 25 schools was 1243, At
Trinity, 1180.
Of the students who
graduated in the top 10% of their
class, Amherst (#3) had the most,
88%, while of the top 25 schools,
Hamilton College (#25) had the
lowest, 50%. The average for
the top 25 schools was 66%. Only
41% of Trinity's 1994 class
graduated in the top 10%.
The statistics on matricu-
lation rates are not published in
the U.S. News report.
The rating for faculty re-
sources is determined by "the
1990 ratio of full-time-equiva-
lent students to full-time-
equivalent instructional faculty;
the percentage of full-time fac-
ulty withdoctoratesorother top
terminal degrees in their fields;
the percentage of faculty with
part-time status, and the aver-
piease (urn to page 8
WHAT'S
WORLD OUTLOOK:
Look for the Election '92 update. Eli
Lake gives the grading system fail-
ing marks. Tom Catlaw discusses
Crime & Punishment. But before all
that, be sure to check out the clever
and witty poem in the debut of Po-
etry Corner. It all begins on page 12.
INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
FEATURES:
Italy's favorite son, Vinnie Scorlione,
was shot 15 times Sunday after a
speakingengagementatTrinity. Cliff
explores the consequences of the Col-
lege being born a Taurus. What's
your sign? Brian Johnson returns to
Features with Nonsense.
ARTS:
Austin Arts Center will host 'night
Mother in Russian this weekend. See
page 22. Just what is the opposite sex,
anyway? Please turn to page 23. And
if you thought you missed Sondheim
Saturday, don't worry. Be happy and
turn to page 24.
SPORTS:
Ice Hockey finished their first season
in the ECAC East/West. The season
wrap-up is on the back page. Check-
out news on the Rugby and Eques-
trian teams in this week's Sports sec-
tion. It seems that they've been up to
some interesting things. Page 28.
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OPINION
Editorial
ith all the recent criticism of the College's fraterni-
|ties and sororities by members of the Trinity Com-
munity, there is one group which has gone unnoticed. This
club, the Office of Residential Life's very own Resident-
Assistant (RA) program, is perhaps more exclusive than any
of the Greek organizations under scrutiny.
Before this campus talks any more about the fate of
fraternities, it should take a long look at the RA program.
The RA's go through interviews and "bonding" retreats
before they become bona fide members - much like many of
Trinity's fraternities in their rush and pledge systems. But
Trinity's Greeks are off-campus philanthropic social organi-
zations. The student body pays for the Office of Residential
Life's RA program.
Trinity students pay for RA's to live on their hallways,
to be available for counseling, and to host dormitory study
breaks. Just two years ago, study breaks were held once a
week. Now, it is rare to find them occurring once a month.
One only wonders where the extra money goes.
The Resident Assistant receives a pay check of over
sixty dollars every other week. And this is only the bottom
of the scale. Resident Associates and Coordinators make
even more.
The all-expense paid two week "bonding" ritual, which
takes place prior to every fall semester has been described by
one RA as "extravagant training" where "not much gets
done." This RA, incidentally, declined to have his name
printed.
It is therefore interesting to note that the Tripod's
attempt to investigate the inner workings of the RA program
was indeed challenging. This issue's story records the
comments of many students either currently or formerly
associated with the ORL's program.
But it is notable that nearly all those wishing to add con-
structive criticism regarding the RA program refused to allow
their names to be used for fear of a compromised working
relationship with Kristina Dow.
What does this say? The name of the director of the Office
of Residential Life ought not to strike fear into the hearts of those
associated with her. But the Tripod story does indeed stand for
itself. Apparently these students are afraid of the consequences
of publicly criticizing the RA program.
It would certainly seem that the ORL's Resident Assistants
are a closely-knit group - a group which is funded by the tuitions
of Trinity students. Considering this fact, as well as the effective-
ness of the overall RA program, there is only one solution to
improve the system: The RA program should be kept for the
'Freshman Experience' dormitories, but all otherpositions should
be abolished.
This goes not only for RA's in upperclass dormitories, but
the Resident Coordinators as well. One could solve Trinity's
housing problems by clearing out the top floor of Cook alone,
where a host of various support staff for the RA program now
reside.
With all these positions eliminated, the College could take
the money it saved and give it to an organization like the Trinity
College Activities Council (TCAC), which is already working
hard to add many entertaining events to the College's calendar.
It is a group like TCAC, and not the current RA program, which
should deal with social events at Trinity.
The RA program, and the Office of Residential Life in
general, should be more concerned with the conditions and
cleanliness of campus dormitories than what Trinity students do
on weekends.
J. B. A.
How To Write To Us
Just a Reminder: Letters to the
Editor must be signed by the author.
Without a signature 'and name
printed underneath, the letters can-
not be published for reasons of li-
ability. If the author of a letter wishes
his or her name no t to be printed, the
Tripod will do so if requested. This
past week the Tripod received a
thoughtful, well-writtenpiece on the
subject of rape. Because it did not
have a name attached, regrettably it
could not be included in this week's
issue,
Re: Around Trinity
Regarding last week's Around
Trinity, it has been pointed out that
the mention of the Quad's recent
problems with uncurbed pets is ir-
relevant, because Trinity does not
allow pets in Dorms. Therefore,
there must not be any on campus.
Right? Right.
The same anonymous person
also mentioned that it is ironic that a
ramp is being attached to Me Cook
Hall, a building with no elevator.
This prevents access to the first and
third floors by the physically chal-
lenged.
The Ramp Continues
Speaking of THE RAMP, last
week it seemed as if the ramp were
on the verge of completion. Yet,
here it is the middle of March and
the long awaited; access way is still
inaccessible. After adjusting the
grade, enginneers inadvertantly-
added a step at the bottom, defeat-
ing the entire purpose of a ramp.
Spring Is In The Air
The Tripod asks its readers to re-
member that Respite the arrival of warm
early Spring days, it is necessary to wear
the proper clothing. Don'tjump the gun
and break out those shorts yet. There are
still many nasty viruses floating around
out there, just waiting to find a home in
a nice warm healthy Trinity student.
Bridge Anyone?
What's the connection with Trin-
ity and Lip-Sync contests? Isn't there
anything else around which to organize
a non-alcoholic ev ent? Saturday evening
two students decided two explore new
options when they planned their own
Post-Modernindustriairockmusicdance
in the Koeppel Center Saturday night.
The Tripod commends them. The Tripod
also suggests that perhaps a bridge tour-
nament might be a nice respite from the
usual week-end fare.
Good Fences...
Work has commenced on the con-
struction of a fence separating the Sum-
mit St. parking lot from Rocky Ridge
Park, a narrow strip of city land that runs
between Zionand Summit Streets. It is
doubtful how effective this will be in the
battle against crime, considering the fact
that one can merely walk around the
fence to get into the parking lot. But it
sure will look neat,
Autoless
The Tripod was disappointed to
learn that Assistant Professor of Music
Doug Jphnson's newly restored vintage
Volkswagen Beetle was stolen and
dismantled last week, in a "chop
shop." Dr. Johnson is now left with-
out a car. These arq indeed trouble-
some times in which we live.
In The News...
The College's Campus Safety
officers will be equipped with hand-
cuffs next month. The move was
made because the officers feel that
in the past they have had to jplace
themselves in compromising posi-
tions without the proper equipment
with which to ensure their own per-
sonal safety. Please turn to page 9.
The Trinity College Upward
Bound program has been awarded
a $193,500 grant from the United
States Department of Education to
be used to create a regional math
and science center for high school
students. Fifty low-income high
school sophomores and juniors
from around New England who
have a strong aptitude for science
will be chosen to participate. See
page 9.
Martha Norman delivered a
lecture to the Trinity community
on Thursday, March 5. She was a
member of the Student Non-Vio-
lent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) and was involved in the
voter registration movement in
Georgia, Mississippi, and Alabama.
In conjunction with her visit, the
SNCC Freedom Singers gave a free
concert Friday evening. For the
story turn to page &.
•Please note; Letters to The Trinity Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceeding publication the following Tuesday. They should
be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. Tlte Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack
on an individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred words. TheTrinity Tripod reserves the right to edit allleters. for clarity and brevity. ,•
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SGA Members Up In Arms Over Editorial
Blatant Disregard For Facts
Cited By Executive Members
To the Editor:
We, the executive members of the
Student Government Association, are
writing to express our concern over Jay
Akasie's editorial that appeared in the
March 3rd edition of the Tripod. Your
main point in the editorial, Jay, seems to
be that through the medium of your
newspaper you hope to derive an un-
derstanding of candidates' platforms
and stances on issues for the upcoming
SGA spring elections. Yet, paradoxi-
cally you have shunned our recent at-
tempts to make a difference on this cam-
pus and to inform the student body of
our actions.
You criticize the SGA newsletter
for being filled with, "reports of com-
mittees meeting and voting and dis-
cussing and voting some more." To us,
this seems to be one of the best ways to
let the students know about the issues
our body is debating and how each
individual stands on those specific is-
sues. Doesn't this accomplish the goal
you state of letting, "the average Trinity
student know more about the candidate
before he casts his vote?" You do not
seem to think so.
You say that, "the Student Gov-
ernment has the potential to actually
accomplish some useful things for this
college" and imply that this has not
been done to date. This statement is
very insulting and reveals a lack of
knowledge of what the SGA is doing.
We have attempted to celebrate
diversity at Trinity through a vigil in
recognition of Martin Luther King, Jr.
on his birthday as well as through the
portrait of Marjorie Butcher, the first
full time female professor at Trinity.
You minimize the Butcher Portrait and
make no mention of the vigil.
The SGA has also attempted to
stimulate alternative social options on
campus through our efforts with the
Thursday Night series at the Koeppel
Center. These events have been well-
attended and embraced by the Trinity
community. Yet, no mention of those
events appear in your editorial.
In addition, the SGA has con-
ducted a referendum on the honor code
and on the future of Greek organiza-
tions. Approximately one third of the
campus expressed their opinion at the
polls. We feel that this allows us to stay
connected to our constituents and helps
us to intellectually tackle these press-
ing issues in the next couple of months.
No mention of these efforts appears in
the editorial. You only criticize us for
not having student support. We feel
that turnout shows support and we are
pleased with the growing enthusiasm
the campus is showing towards the
efforts we are making.
The executive members of the
Student Government Association be-
lieve that the above mentioned actions
reflect the kind of dedication that is
needed to make a difference at Trinity.
Indeed, the SGA has done "useful
things" for Trinity throughout this aca-
demic year, We are offended by your
accusations and feel as though your
editorial is riddled with uneducated
and uninformed opinions. We are dis-
appointed in your lack of professional-
ism and your blatant disregard in re-
porting the facts.
'•••' ' S i n c e r e l y ; ' ••••••••• .• ,:; ^ ••''••;'• '::'
Drew Kemalian '92
Craig C. Woerz '93
Christopher M. Foley '94
The Student Government
Association Executive Members
Accomplishments Of Organization Overlooked....
SGA Member Calls Editor
Misinf ormed And Incorrect
To the Editor:
As a current member of the Stu-
dent Government Association, I was ap-
palled at the derogatory and hugely un-
informed editorial published in the
March third issue.
I feel that Mr. Akasie has made an
ill-advised statement about many of our
decisions which effect the Trinity cam-
pus as a whole. In the editorial, he de-
rides the efforts of the body be claiming
that candidates for the SGA are solely
concerned with "their opinions on the
future of fraternities and where they think
the portrait of Marjorie Butcher should
S°-"
I would like to point out that not
only do these particular points hold rel-
evance to the Trinity community, but
that our legislation as a whole reflects the
type of institution which we attend.
The portrait of Marjorie Butcher is
a celebration of co-education at this
school, an issue that reflects the fact that
women are sitting in classrooms beside
the men that attend. The fraternity issue
is one that is directly on the minds of
many students on this campus, for it
concerns the future of the social life. Mr.
Akasie fails to see that both of these
issues directly influence our lives as well
as reflect what the student body desires.
Where was Mr. Akasie when a poll was
taken concerning the Greeks as well as
an honor code? If these issues were not
important to the students, our turnout
would have been much less than we
achieved. Mr. Akasie made a commend-
able point in noting that "the press should
be an instrument for the spread of infor-
mation." However, information should
not be based on faulty reports and irre-
sponsible claims which neglect the merit
of certain actions.
Another misinformed and bla-
tantly incorrect statement concerned the
recent SGA newsletter. I question
whether Mr. Akasie even bothered to
read the document. Had he, he would
havenoticed that the food committee has
helped to implement new programs at
Mather and that the Academic Affairs
Committee is deliberating on implement-
ing an academic honor code. According
to the editor, neither of these issues has
anything to do with our lives as students.
On the contrary, they have everything to
do with it..
I find it deplorable and unprofes-
sional as well as faulty of a journalist to
write uninformed claims, statements, and
opinions. Obviously Mr. Akasie has ne-
glected this aspect of his job and feels
that the rumors and hearsay of the col-
lege campus are sufficient to authorize
journalistic opinion. I would urge that
the Tripod in the future remedy this most
unfortunate and unprofessional blunder,
Sincerely,
Jared D. VonArx, '95
Butcher Portrait Belittled
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in response
to Jay Akasie's editorial in last week's
issue of the Tripod.
It was extremely disheartening and
frustrating to read Mr. Akasie's condem-
nation of the SGA and his apparent belit-
tling of the portrait of Marjorie Butcher.
As the co-chairperson of the committee
designed by the SGA to organize the
unveiling of the portrait of Ms. Butcher,
I was personally offended to learn that
Mr. Akasie does not feel that the portrait
is significant enough to be a major con-
cern of the SGA.
The portrait of Ms. Butcher repre-
sents and celebrates co-education and
diversity at Trinity College. The fact that
it is being organized by students shows
the interests and concerns of the students
in celebrating such an important occa-
sion. My committee has spent endless
hours talking on the phone with Ms.
Butcher, finding an appropriate artist
and funding the reception that will fol-
low the unveiling. The process has been
an arduous one, but one that we are
determined to follow through to the end.
As a member of the SGA, I take
extreme pride in what the SGA has ac-
complished this year. SGA has been a
body of action this year, not merely a talk
shop. If Mr. Akasie were to take the time
to read the SGA newsletter carefully, he
would see that the committee reports are
not merely " reports of committees meet-
ing and voting and discussing and vot-
ing some more," but in effect, indicative
of the steps SGA has taken to address the
concerns and interests of the students.
One does not have to look further than
Marriot to see the changes that SGA has
brought about this year. The purpose of
this newsletter was our way of inform-
ing students of our goals, and projects as
well as our successes.
If Mr. Akasie is intent on endors-
ing a candidate for SGA through the
Tripod, I encourage him to be objective in
doing so and to keep in mind that the
Tripod and the SGA are two influential
organizations that would serve Trinity
College much better if they worked to-
gether.
Sincerely,
Samreen Malik '93
Co-Chairperson of the
Portrait Committee
Endorsing Candidates Unjust
TotheEditor:
Upon reading last week's issue of
the Tripod, we could not resist the need to
write to you in regard to the paper's
decision to endorse candidates in the
upcoming SGA elections.
In your explanation, you use the
argurnent that since it was,done before,,
endorsements should once again become
commonplace. Yet, to assume that tradi-
tion is infallible is foolish, as progress
would then have to be nullified. To
quote T.S. Eliot, "A tradition without
intelligence is not worth having."
You then suggest that by endors-
ing certain candidates the Tripod would
in fact be educating the campus* Fur-
thermore, you claim that "Endorsements
should also make more students inclined
to vote." Rarely have we seen such high-
handed self-righteousness. ::
It is an insult and an injustice to the
student population as a whole to assume
a position in the SGA elections; • We
should like to remind you that the Tripod's
primary mission is to be an informative
service and should play no role in en-
dorsing candidates, as you are the only
medium thro ugh which the students may
express their views and opinions.
Democracy, by definition, means
government by discussion. By endors-
ing specific candidates, you would be
i stifling open debate and would in fact
turn the entire concept of an election info
a farce.
We strongly urge you to recon-
sider your decision to endorse candi-
dates. Perhaps it would be. wiser if you
stuck to an open forum format, allowing
each candidate the chance of presenting
his or her platform and aspirations. Spir-
ited interviews might also be in order.
There is so much education to be done,
do not ruin this chance with narrowness
and opinionated certitude.
Sincerely,
Josh Oliver'94
I. Matei Paun'94
Akasie's Editorial Exposes
The Truth About SGA
To the Editor:
I am glad that someone finally de-
cided to mention the fact that much of the
student body has no clue as to what
exactly the S.G.A. does at Trinity. Mr.
Akasie should be commended for his
efforts to bring the mystery of the S.G.A.
into the open.
Once a year, we students receive a
brief memo in our campus mailboxes
concerning the activities of the Student
Government Association. Throughout
the report, there are references to what it
is particular committees are investigat-
ing during the semester. There are things
such as, "We have great goals for the
semester...". That'snice to know, but can
we ever see what actually resulted from
the meeting of the ad hoc committee
formed to investigate the ad hoc commit-
tee concerning the future of ad hoc com-
mittees in the S.G.A.? (I do realize that
the Food Committee was responsible for
the yogurt machine.)
Every year, there are elections for
the S.G.A. Every year there are also nu-
merous banners hung from Cook or
Mather proclaiming a canididate's vir-
tues; "A vote for me is a vote for Trinity."
What in the hell does this tell the average
student? Nothing. In any one race, I've
maybe heard of one of these people. These
candidates need to make themselves
known to the Trinity community if we
are to fully support them. Don't most
candidatesatotherschoolsgivespeeches,
shake hands, or throw the occassional
keg party to get a Vote?
I do not mean for this letter to be a
condemnation of the S.G.A. I am simply
reinforcing the points mentioned in Mr.
Akasie's editorial. The mystery of the
S.G.A. must be solved so that students
know exactly who and what we are vot-
ing for.
Sincerely,
William H. Macon '93
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Wade Calls Claims By McKee Unsubstantiated
To the Editor:
As noted in a recent Tri-
pod article, "Votes Cloud Frat
Future," the faculty recently
voted in favor of a motion call-
ing upon the Trustees to abolish
fraternities and sororities. In
that article, Professor Clyde
McKee is quoted as saying that
this meeting was "skillfully
manipulated and wrongfully
conducted."
In my humble opinion,
Professor McKee's charge is ut-
terly baseless and entirely false.
As such it constitutes an unwar-
ranted attack on the integrity of
the faculty's vote, the integrity
of President Gerety (who
chaired the meeting), the integ-
rity of the members of the Fac-
ulty Committee on Fraternities
and Sororities (who put the
motion forward), and the integ-
rity of the many faculty who
spoke for and against the mo-
tion.
Because I was shocked to
find such an attack issuing from
a respected member of the fac-
ulty, I telephoned Professor
McKee to confirm that he did
indeed make the reported
charge. To verify the Tripod's
report, Professor McKee sentme
a copy of a letter to the Trustees
in which he supports claim of
deliberate misconduct. While I
find that his letter lends abso-
lutely no credibility to his
charge, I will not speak to its
contents. The decision to make
that letter public must be Pro-
fessor McKee's.
I have been to numerable
faculty meetings during my
eight and one half years at the
College (admittedly far fewer
than I should have attended)
and have discussed the recent
meeting with several faculty
who have attended very many
more than I. In our opinion, the
meeting condemned by Profes-
sor McKee proceeded much as
all meetings have in which mo-
tions are made, discussed, and
subjected to vote.
At my request, the cur-
rent Faculty Parliamentarian,
Professor Tom Reilly, reviewed
the minutes of the meeting in
question. On the basis of that
review, he concurs with my
opinion that Professor McKee's
charge is withoutfoundation. If
this meeting- was in some way
corrupted, then so have all prior
such meetings. Yet, as far as I
know, the very meeting at which
the faculty overwhelmingly
voted in favor of abolition of
fraternities and sororities is the
only one to have beenpublically
judged corrupt by Professor
McKee.
At the beginning of the
meeting, Professor McKee of-
fered a motion to indefinitely
postpone voting on the motion
in favor of abolition and, after
discussion, his motion was de-
feated. After much dicussion
and a vote to terminate the dis-
cussion, the motion in favor of
abolition was passed.
Professor McKee insisted
that the faculty's discussion
should alternate between pro-
ponents and opponents of the
motion. This was the first time
thatl or anyone I have asked can
remember such a procedure be-
ing demanded. Nonetheless in
conducting the discussion,
President Gerety alternated be-
tween proponents and oppo-
nents of abolition for as long as
possible.
Very few faculty members
chose to speak against the mo-
tion (although some did speak
more than once), so the proce-
dure of alternation soon broke
down and the discussion pro-
ceeded with the views of the
proponents. The alternation
between proponents and oppo-
nents could only have contin-
ued for the entire dicussion if
the two camps had been evenly
matched.
As the ultimate vote
Computer Rental Program
Should Be Implemented
To The Editor:
For three years> I and
most of, the people I know have
used the resources of the Com-
, puting Center to write our class
papers. Overtime, many of my
friends have purchased Apple
Macintoshes and IBM type ma-
chines f oruse in our own rooms.'
For them, having their own com-
puter is convenient for avoiding
the crowding which frequently
occurs during midterms and fi-
nals, in addition to the possible
trek to the computing center,
surrounded by the clicking key-
boards and lack of privacy. The
expansion of the AppleTalk net-
work 'fa' the dormitories has
made th^ir inves tmerit even bet-
ter, providing access to the Com-
puting Center servers, the CTW
Library System, the Academic
VAX, the Trinity SUN network,
in addition to Electronic Mail
service, and user-to-user file
sharing. I understand that this
work will be completed this
summer and that all the dormi-
tories will be networked for next
semester.
Unfortunately, I really
cannot afford even the basic
Macintosh Classic right now,
and I know others who are in,
the same position. It occurred to
me that there might be quite a
few people who would like to
rent flease.A Macintosh from the
ComputingCenter. Ihave asked
Nancy Sowa and was told there
is no such program in place. I
think a reasonable rental pro-
gram which offered an option to
buy at the end would be a good
idea. There are many students
on campus who would benefit:
from such a program. I would
point' out that Dartmouth Col-
lege rents Macintoshes on a per
semester basis as I am suggest-
ing and they are twice our size
(about4,000 students). The pro-
gram wo,uldn'tevenhave to cost
the college any money, since it
could be run on a break even
basis. I would suggest the same
idea for IBM type machines, ex-
ceptldon'tbelieve they are in as
much demand, especially since
there appears to be no way to
attach them to the network.
Sincerely,
Steve Clune '93
makes clear, they were not. In-
deed, according to my observa-
tions of the meeting, a number
of the faculty that I knew to be
opposed to the abolition made
no effort to speak at all. I saw no
evidence that anyone who
wished to speak against the
motion was denied the oppor-
tunity to do so.
In any case, discussion of
the motion was brought to an
end only when the faculty voted
to do so. At that point, a vote by
secret ballot was taken. Except
for the procedure of alternating
between opposing views and the
use of secret ballots, this is the
manner in which all faculty
meetings where motions are
voted upon have been con-
ducted.
Given that Professor
McKee has publically made a
charge which attacks the integ-
rity of some of his colleagues, he
owes public answers to at least
two questions. What happened
at the faculty meeting in ques-
tion which constituted manipu-
lation and wrongful conduct?
Which of his colleagues among
the administration and faculty
are supposed to have engaged
in this manipulation and wrong-
ful conduct?
Professor McKee owes us
public and candid responses to
these questions {Tripod letter to
the Trustees would suffice). This
wouldprovide those of us whose
integrity has been called into
question the chance publically
to defend ourselves. Even the
merest respect for fairness and
collegiality requires that Profes-
sor McKee afford his colleagues
this opportunity.
Sincerely,
Maurice L. Wade
The following is a reproduction of Dr. McKee's letter to Mr. Douglas T. Tansill,
Chairman of the Trustees'Fraternity & Sorority Committee which Professor
Wade mentions inhisletter to the editor above.
HARTIORD, CONNECTICUT 06106 (203) 297-2545
TRINITY
C O L L E G E
Political Science February 19, 1992
Mr. Douglas 1. Tansill, Chair
Fraternities & Sororities Committee
Trinity College
Dear Mr. Tansill:
On February 11th, the faculty voted more than two to one to abolish
 Nf raternities and
sororities on the Trinity campus. Before your committee factors this vote into your decision
on the status of fraternities, I recommend that you ask the following questions: To what
extent was the faculty given adequate information upon which to make an informed decision?
To what extent was the faculty meeting of February 11th conducted properly?
You may find these facts useful in answering these questions. Only one outside speaker
was invited to address the faculty. This past fall, Professor Calvin Mackenzie of Colby
College gave a well-prepared and persuasive talk in which he made a strong case to the faculty
for abolishing fraternities and sororities on the Colby campus. Although equally qualified
ispeakers were readily available to speak in favor of preserving the fraternity system, none
were invited to address the faculty.
Next, the faculty wa3 given only one week to consider the motion to abolish the
fraternity system. During • the meeting a colleague asked. Why rush to vote? The answer
given by the abolition committee was that your committee has requested an immediate
expression of faculty sentiment.
Most important, the meeting of February 11th was cleverly and wrongfully manipulated
by the committee to abolish fraternities. Rather than using the approved procedures of
Robert's Rules of Order and marshaling persuasive arguments to support its motion, members
of this committee violated three fundamental principles of proper procedure.
First, the abolition committee, which was well-organized, "stacked its speakers, " to
create the impression that there was broad base faculty support for its motion. Traditional
and required procedure for alternating, speakers pro and con was violated. (See Robert's
Rules Of Order, Revised 1976, p.25). •
Second, members of the abolition committee and their supporters were allowed to speak
two and three times while faculty opposed to the motion were not recognized to speak to
the main motion a first time. The basic procedural principle violated here is that no member
of the assembly shall be permitted to speak a second time until all members have had the
right, to speak ,.a first time. , (See R.R.O.R*, p.25, p.321) .
I am acutely aware of this second violation because I was not recognized to speak a
first time against the main motion to abolish fraternities.
The third violation was the chair's premature call for the,question, a motion to end
the debate. The basic principle here states discussion on a main motion shall not be shut
off by the chair until all relevant arguments for and against the motion have been presented
to: the assembly. Roberts is so adamant on this principle that his rules of order state,
^Debate is not closed by the presiding officer's rising to put the question.. .even if the
chair has announced the result of such a vote - the vote is null and void and must be
disregarded, the member is entitled to the floor, and debate begins or resumes." (See
R.R.O.R., p.327) . Thus, in a Strict sense, the faeulty^vote of February ilth iB"^ iu3|l and
void.
Had I been recognized to speak to the main motion I would have pqinted out that the
faculty was not well enough informed to vote on the motion to abolish fraternities because
we heard no expert outside speakers present arguments in favor of the fraternity system.
Next, 1 would have asked my faculty colleagues to consider two questions before voting:
Are you as faculty prepared to see your salaries and benefits reduced if the trustees
prioritize the budget and allocate $5 to 8 million to construct a new student social facility
fco r e p l a c e t h e e x i s t i n g f r a t e r n i t i e s ? •••'•' : .•••:••• •••••••.
Are you as faculty prepared to deal, with the social and academic, consequences of
"underground" social organizations existing illegitimately and without any college
direction.or regulations related to alcoholic beverages, treatment of females, or pledge
training? Underground fraternities now exist at Colby, Amherst, and Williams as a direct
result of abolition policy.
Would my comments and questions have made a difference in the faculty vote? Perhaps,
but no one can really know.. However, following the faculty meeting at which the abolition
vote was taken', I pointed out the procedural violations to several colleagues, explained
the questions I had intended to raise, and asked. What difference would they have made
in how you voted? These faculty, who said they had voted to abolish the fraternities, told
me they would have reconsidered their positions and may have voted against the main motion.
In short, I leave for you and the members of your committee the task of determining
the validity of the February 11th vote and how much credence to give the product of a cleverly
manipulated and wrongfully conducted meeting. Were he asked, I think General Henry M. Robert
would rule this vote null and void for blatant procedural violations.
Sincerely,
Clyde D. McKee, Jr.
Professor of Political Science
cc President Tom Gerety
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Race Relations At Trinity Need Improvement
To the Editor:
In the Trinity community
there has been a substantial ero-
sion of sensitivity about matters
of race, accompanied by a grow-
ing indifference to past and
present racial injustice. It is a
common sentiment held by
many students of color that
there has been an increase in
racial violence across the nation
in the last 4 years, especially on
college campuses such as Trin-
ity.
Unfortunately, the Trin-
ity community has been pro-
phetic in its evaluation of the
national as well as the campus
mood on the issue of race rela-
tions. Trinity's privileged posi-
tion of innovation regarding is-
sues of race and educational ac-
cess made it somewhat compla-
cent in the last few years and,
accordingly, there was an ab-
sence of community response to
the problematic events of the
1989 and 1990 academic school
years.
The Trinity community
has lost ground in leadership of
race relations for people of color
in this educational environment;
it cannot afford to lose further
ground.
The strain that many Trin-
ity students encountered dur-
ing the Spring of 1990 had a
negative effect on their academic
and intellectual lives and was
not conducive to learning and
growth.
While I do not wish to
downplay the effect of the Spring
of '90 had on students, many
students of color deal with in-
sidious, more subtle forms of
racism and conflict every day,
both inside and outside of the
classroom. The impact of this
reality on these students is ren-
dered all the more negative be-
cause many of their white peers
and professors are unaware of
it.
Consequently,students of
color are repeatedly forced to
explain, justify and describe
painful experiences. This may
cause them to sometimes doubt
themselves as well as the impact
of their experiences. They tend
to encounter "Spring '90" issues
every day.
These issues are no less
detrimental to their academic
and intellectual lives than the
Spring of 1990 was to the entire
Trinity community; these issues
directly infringe on learning and
personal growth. If, as a com-
munity, we are unable to ad-
dress properly the everyday
problems of race relations that
persist on our campus, then we
will continue to be confronted
with explosive and destructive
situations.
We will continue to act in
reactive modes and, even more
unfortunately, we will be amiss
in our mission as an educational
institution to impart knowledge
effectively and to help our com-
munity accept and embrace dif-
ference and change.
Students of color actively
participate in and contribute to
institutional programs oriented
towards institutional diversity
(orientations, pre-freshman
weekend, Alumni weekend,
etc.) in a manner that is dispro-
portionate to that of their "ma-
jority" counterparts. Moreover,
they engage in a substantial
stitution needs to begin articu-
lating and implementing an ap-
proach that provides students
with direct support in these en-
deavors. Simply, it is not fair to
students of color at this institu-
tion to have to be solely con-
cerned with issues of divers ifing
Trinity when the entire commu-
nity should be playing an active
role.
Students of color cannot
avoid the need to face and
wrestle with issues of race in a
disproportionate manner com-
pared to their white counter-
parts. When students of color
address race related issues in a
comprehensive, thoughtful and
critical fashion, they are able to
create a framework that fosters
their learning. However, issues
of race tend not to be discussed
in the general Trinity commu-
nity.
In general, "majority" stu-
dents also have few opportuni-
ties to deal with these issues
within the community and, ac-
cordingly, the two groups can-
intellectual and academic value
of certain forms of discomfort.
Clearly there is a kind of dis-
comfort that is pedagogically
effective and supportive of
learning. But there is another
kind of discomfort that can be a
ence the campus atmosphere
with respect to race relations.
Students of color need to
be broadly involved in all areas
of the College, but student
groups also need to analyze how
their policies and practices may
Discussing race related topics can lead to
new understandings and appreciations of the
background and history of others, leading to
different forms of self-awareness.
Extraordinary efforts must be channeled
towards creating a climate of comfortdbility
for students of color that does not exist at
the present time.
number of initiatives designed
to educate the larger commu-
nity (open houses, awareness
months, etc.) and provide sup-
port and cultural representation
of their communities.
This broad range of ac-
tivities cbnstitutes ah excep-
tional burden, affecting the stu-
dents' ability to dedicate them-
selves wholeheartedly to the aca-
demic opportunities that the in-
stitution offers.
This institution must pro-
vide better support to students
of color in order to alleviate
much of the exceptional burdens
experienced by a substantial
majority of them.
Wider community partici-
pation in cross-cultural issues
and activities could in time alle-
viate "minority" students' per-
ceived obligation to act as the
main providers of different cul-
tural perspectives for the larger
community.
In the meantime, this in-
not easily engage in a type of
dialogue that promotes learn-
ing, understanding, mutual re-
spect, or critical analysis devoid
of defensiveness. If we fail to
foster this dialogue, we wijll fail
to capitalize on the opportunity
to transform uncomfortable
community situations into posi--
tive and constructive cognitive
experiences.
There is a general agree-
ment by the "majority" of stu-
dents and faculty that the activi-
ties of the Trinity community
should include discourse that
fosters open discussion in which
sensitive subject mater can be
addressed in depth. And yet stu-
dents and faculty seem reluc-.
tant to participate in discussions
that presuppose conflict or in
which the participants may ex-
perience discomfort because of
emotionally charged subject
matter.
As a cornmunity of "intel-
lectuals" we tend to ignore the
pedagogical obstacle.
Discussing race related
topics can lead to new under-
standings and appreciations of
the background and history of
others, leading to different forms
of self-awareness. Conversely,
pedagogically destructive dis-
comfort is the result of the ab-
serice of thoughtful discussion
and of students' lack of experi-
ence in the critical exploration
of other cultures as well as of
their own identity.
For instance, frequently
we experience the simplistic ten-
dency to see certain students of
color as spokespersons for their
race. Moreover, a destructive at-
titude of low expectations con-
cerning students of color adds
to the fallacy that these students
can only contribute to the com-
munity or to the intellectual
learning experience when issues
of race arebeing discussed. Even
then, their perspectives are
rarely discussed openly because
of an inappropriate avoidance
of conflict.
Members o£ the Trinity
community rhustrecognize that
they are expected to engage criti-
cally in a range of issues that
may be "uncomfortable," that
challenge a variety, of beliefs and
structures of personal and cul-
tural identity. The members of
the Trinity community must find
ways to encourage each other to
learn to distinguish between dis-
comfort thathinders theirlearn-
ing processes and discomfort
that supports intellectual and
personal growth.
The SAF (Student Activ-
ity Fee) organizations and other
student organizations, espe-
cially those involved in the stu-
dent governance and those that
influence the racial make-up of
student life, can and do influ-
be contributing negatively to the
effective participation of stu-
dents of color in the Trinity com-
munity. I highly encourage and
urge each individual at this in-
stitution to address this issue in
the range of activity you feel
capable of achieving.
Please seek advice from
individuals in the community
whom you feel may be helpful
in the analysis and development
of strategies, and to contribute
actively to the communal plan
to improve race relations on the
Trinity College campus.
The quality of life of
people of color at Trinity is in-
tertwined in national and inter-
national issues thateffectall stu-
dents of color. However, Trinity
must come to grips with the con-
cerns that students of color have
dealing with their experience at
this institution. '
Extraordinary efforts
must be channeled towards cre-
ating a climate of comfortability
for students of color that does
not exist at the present time. The
cornmunity must be aware that
race relation's rrius t be given the
highest priority if it hopes to
maintain its. institutional char-
acter arid prestige as a fine lib-
eral arts college with a diverse
community of students.
Simply put, what good is
diversity in an educational en-
vironment if you nevei use it to
your educational advantage?
Change must occur at Trinity
for its own welfare, and if the
administration is not willing to
enact change then students must
be ready to accept the responsi-
bility. The time is now tp make
the difference, tomorrow is too
late!
Sincerely,
Derek Abrams'93
Faculty Urged To Participate In Campus Events
To the Editor:
As representatives of the
student body, we feel it is in the
best interest of the Trinity Com-
munity to address the issue of
faculty/student interactions on
the Trinity campus. Due to re-
cent conversations with both
students and faculty, we find
that there is a need for faculty
and students to come together
on an informal basis.
The classroom experience
offers one sphere of interaction,
fulfilling only the academic
needs of the college community.
But in order to have a well-
rounded college atmosphere, we
need to have faculty involve-
ment and support in all other
spheres of college life. We there-
fore challenge the faculty to un-
dertake promoting an active role
in Trinity College outside of the
classroom.
We are fortunate that the
student population allows for
and encourages intimate and
personal contacts between stu-
dents and faculty. It is impor-
tant to consider the fact that the
Trinity Community functions as
a student body of less that 2000.
This small community atmo-
sphere should encourage the
formation of such relationships;
however, we are currently ex-
periencing a lack of interaction
between the faculty and stu-
dents that invariably affects the
success and maturation of our
college community.
We have the key elements
needed for success: a strong fac-
ulty, an involved student body,
and a supportive administra-
tion. We simply need to meet on
a common ground to work to-
gether towards bettering Trin-
ity College.
As the situation stands
now, there is an unquestionable
lack of communication. During
the most recent faculty meeting
as an observer, I (Craig) was
discouraged by the misconcep-
tions and uninformed opinions
about student involvement.
Itisimportanttonote that
regardless of differing opinions
or priorities, we should all be
working towards the common
cause of bettering student life of
campus. And an integral part of
student life is the relationships
formed with members of the fac-
ulty so as to promote a strong
working environment in which
both faculty and students are
working towards similar goals
or needs.
We believe positive
change in this direction must
take place and must take place
soon. Indeed, efforts have been
made by the Dean of Students
Office and some individual pro-
fessors recently. For instance,
the Deans now eat one meal a
week in our 'most popular so-
cial venue', Marriot Dining Ser-
vices. We were most impressed
by the presence of a professor at
a student organized band event
last Friday evening, amicably
chatting and interacting with the
students. We were equally im-
pressed to see faculty members
at TCAC's Saturday Night Se-
ries this last weekend as well.
We encourage other fac-
ulty members to follow the
above examples with a guaran-
tee that the student body will
meet you half way. The Student
Government Association is cur-
rently entertaining ideas of in-
viting faculty to dine with stu-
dents in Marriot as well as stu-
dents joining faculty in Hamlin,
of proposing a monthly S.G.A.
. update at faculty meetings and
other similar ideas.
The students want noth-
ing more than to be able to relate
to their professors on an indi-
vidual, personal level and there
is no better situation than an
informal, social setting to estab-
lish such relations. We urge you
to come eat lunch with us, listen
to music groups with us, play
softball on the Quad with us.
Trinity has the potential to be
more; we therefore implore of
you to join the students in mak-
ing Trinity even greater.
Sincerely,
Craig C. Woerz,
S.G.A. President
Emelie East,
Academic Affairs
Committee Head
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Christian Fundamentalist Lauds Thomas Catlaw's Article
Student Agrees With Controversial ReligousViews
To the Editor:
"As dog returneth to his vomit, so
a fool returneth to his folly" ( Proverbs
26:11). I write this letter in response to
the recent letters of your World Outlook
writer Thomas Catlaw. As a Christian
Fundamentalist, I agree totally withmany
of Mr. Catlaw's assertions about reli-
gion. For instance, I agree that religion
"is the ultimate prejudice," and "One
may be receptive of new ideas but for-
ever they are filtered through a predeter-
mined value system." I do not see this as
bad.
Catlaw and other self-declared de-
fenders of democracy and the search for
intellectual enlightenment, should real-
ize that loyalty to one's religion tran-
scends all. This loyalty to one's God goes
before loyalty to one's family, one's coun-
try, or even liberals' sacred cow of free
thought and different persuasions. "For
I am come to set a son at variance against
his father, daughter against her mother...
parents against their children." ( Mat-
thew 4: 33)
God and religion do not run for
election nor do they change with the
sentiments of the day. In terms of reli-
gion, there can be no negotiation, there
can be no debate over what is regarded
as revealed by God himself. This is be-
cause the believer holds that the tenets
by which he leads his life were not re-
vealed by some professor, civil liberties
group, or pseudointellectual such as
Catlaw, but by God himself. Modern
Christians should not apologize for their
beliefs in the presence of "intellectuals"
a.k.a. atheists such as Catlaw. Their zeal-
otry should reach the same pitch as Mus-
lim or Jewish fundamentalists. Religion
is something to live for and to die for as
millions have done and will do.
As long as one person picks up the
Koran and Salman Rushdie meets the
description as an enemy of Allah, he will
continue to hide, his "freedom of artistic
expression" being subservient to the
mandates of Allah. Also, as long as one
fundamentalist picks up the Bible, ho-
mosexuality won't ever be regarded sim-
ply as "a different sexual preference" or
abortion as "a woman exercising rights
over her own body." You can't educate,
debate, or rationalize God and old fash-
ioned morality out of the mind of man,
askHitler, proponents of the sexual revo-
lution, or the communists who controlled
theU.S.S.R.
The 1990's are being described as
the "New Puritanism" much to the cha-
grin of all the "rights" groups and people
such as Catlaw. The reason this is hap-
pening is because we tried it their "intel-
lectual open minded" way and as a result
we reaped the whirlwind. Face it, you
tried to obstruct the traditional family
during the me generation of the 80"s and
you failed. Over the last decade these
people have branded traditional Chris-
tians as "backwards," "homophobic,"
"chauvinistic," for teaching their chil-
dren ; God is more real than us, homo-
sexuality is wrong, and the present
feminism's corruption of the honorable
objectives of the Women's Movement is
not right. These "modern" thinkers
called the God of the Bible nonexistent,
or tried to make him into "The Goddess"
because saying Our Father was "sexist"
and "patriarchal." Now there the begin-
nings of an inevitable feminist, homo-
sexual, and atheist backlash. People are
returning to the traditional family, and
traditional family values. They are tired
of being made to look like superstitious
patriarchal bumpkins by these very loud,
and very obnoxious losers. The "intel-
lectual open-minded" ( obnoxious )
groups have presented, no, tried to force
their beliefs down our throats and have
failed.
They have overstayed their wel-
come and they won't be missed as they
leave. Thanks to them, disgusted people
are seeing a person as anti-semitic as Pat
Buchanan as being a viable presidential
candidate. The party is indeed over. A
lot better than Thomas Catlaw have tried
exorcising God from society, and replac-
ing him with the "intellectual" enlight-
ened ideas of man. They have all failed
and will continue to fail because like it or
not, believe it or not, there is more out
there than man in his simplicity and ar-
rogance.
I encourage all believers to unite
and chase these "heretics" back under
the rock from where they came. Remem-
ber "gentle Jesus meek and mild," is only
an ever permissive liberal's interpreta-
tion. Think not that I come to send peace
on Earth: I come not to send peace but a
sword". (Matthew 10:33) Embrace your
family, your old-fashioned values, your
book ( be it the Bible, Koran, or Torah),
and your God. Believers, be forever
"closeminded" with the things of God,
whether your beliefs make you 1% of the
population, or if they make you 99% of
the population.
Sincerely,
Shawn Vanterpool '95
Submit to the Tripod Electronically!
Articles and Letters to the Editor Written on a Macintosh
Can be Sent to the Tripod Over the Network.
There is a submissions folder on the Mathematica Server in the General Resources
Zone. The complete pathname is General Resources/Mathematica/Math/doxex/
Tripod/Submisssions. If you have questions, please call Jim X2858, ef;
Model United Nations Team
Thanks Its Many Sponsors
To the Editor:
Hv Trinity Mode) IJnitedNalioiv
Team would like to thank its many sup-
porters who made it possible for the
group to participate in I lie Han cird Na-
tional Model U.K. Conference held on
Feb. 20-23, 1992 in Boston. They are,
Ali-SEC, Dean of Students Office,"Dean
Spencei, Econornict. Department, En-
glish Department, International Club,
History Department, Modern 1 *ingu.ige
Department, Political Science Depart-
ment, aiulthe Public Policy Department.
The team successfully represented
Liuembourg in nine cliflerenLcomm.il-
teec. covering such diverse topics as
nuelear proliferation, European unifi-
cation, nationalism, terrorism, and the
U.M.'1; budgetary problems. A Jinal
special thanks goes to our Faculty Ad vi-
sor. Professor Niemann.
Sincerely,
Matei Pnuii,
Head Delegate
Attention Seniors! Announcing Our Class Gifh
Members of the Class of 1992 who have pledged to the Senior Class Gift:
Matthew Allen
Michael Allen
Andrew Atnrhein
Justin Anderson
Elizabeth Andrews
Deborah Andringa
Allyn Arden
David Bagan
Rachel Baliard
Melissa Beal
Karen Belevetz
Christina Bennett
Naghma Bezar
Laura I Bicknell
Caroline Blume
Drummond Boord
Andre Bouvier
Craig Bramley
William Briggs
Scott Brown
Molly Buck
James Cahill
David Cain
Brendan Campbell
Beth Ann Carter
Benjamin Carvalho
Dana Cimilluca
Paula Cinti
Dennis Cormier
Angelina Cusano
Harriet Dane
Christina Davison
Jon DeLuca
David Devlin
Craig Dietter
Courtney Disston
Jennifer Donofrio
Anne Driscoll
Frederick Ducey
Matthew Duffy
Arundathi Duleep
James Dunleavy
Aissatou Fall
Daniel Feldman.
Ian Findlay
Roberto Flores
Andrew Formato •
Christopher Foster
Marged Fox
Erin Galvin
Molly Gerber
Matthew Goldschmidt
Petula Gordon
Philip Graham
Kristin Greenwald
Cam Griffen
Velaphi Gumbi
Jeffrey Hawkins
Robert Hayes
Thomas Hazelton
Lynn Hinkel
Nobuyuki Honda
Ronald Irwin
Karen Isgur
Sarah Jackson
elizabeth Kafka
TovahKasdin
Dawn Keane
Kathleen Kimball
Elana Kirshenbaum
James Lane
William Laplante
Andrew Larson
Aaron Lippert
Patrick Little
Jeffrey Luzzi
David Lyman
Jonathan Lynne
Perre Magness
Heidi Malman
Erin Markey
Debra Matasavage
Joshua Maynard
John McDermott
Elizabeth McDonald
Luke McGrath
Patrick Mckeigue
Malcolm McLean
Gary McMorris
Allison McNamara
William Menzel
Kristin Mills
Martin Mooney
Gregory Morgan
Katherine Mortimer
Dianna Mounsey
Thomas Mullen
Maureen Neary
Anne Nicholson
John Nilan
Michael Novick
Stephanie Noyes
James O'Brien
Bruce Orem
Eleanor Orr
Nicole Pardo
Manuel Emilio Pimentel
Mary Ann Pottanant
Thomas Presz
Shikh Rahman
Shaun Rai
Annabel le Red way
Augusta Reese
Ann Reutter
Jane Reynolds
Jennifer Riggan
Henry Rtenstreich
Lyd is Sanders
Heather Smith
Celeste Snow
Stephanie Spahr
Neal Sprafkin
Betsy Stallings
John Stone
Amy Straley
Jeffrey Stevens
Holly Stewart
Kathleen Stewart
Jennifer Tarozzi
Michale Taylor
Kathleen Thomas
Jessica Tomlinson
Jeremy Villeneuve.
Stephanie Voros
Andrew Watt
Sara Wayne '
KimWiddess
Andrew Williams
Michele Williams
Jennifer Winter
Arin Wolfson
Matthew Woods
Jennifer Yourdon
Rachel Zoob
Scholarship under Class of 1992 & partly
furnish an area of new Admissions Office
A contest is underway between these 4 areas:
AREA 1:
Wheaton
Funston
Jackson
Smith
Little
Wiggins
Anadama
IDP
AREA 2:
Goodwin
Cook
Jarvis
Northam Towers
Jarvis Towers
Woodward
AREA 3:
North Campus
Highrise
Ogilby
Boardwalk
Park Place
Doonesbury
Off-Campus
AREA 4:
New Dorm
Winning area by percentage participation wins a free pizza party!
Total raised as of 3-4-92: $3,880.24
Average pledge: $27.00
Team 1- 34% participation
Team 2- 36%
Team3-3l% : ' ~
Team 4- 34%
We could still use any and all help on the Committee!
If interested contact: Michael x.3039 or Karen x.2606
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Resident Assistants Talk About Program's Faults
continued from page I
because I didn't think I was going to add
to the program or that the program was
going to add to me."
Yet not all members of the Resi-
dential Life program see the structure as
a shortcoming, rather, many instead
point to it a distinct ad-
vantage. Ms. Duleep
stresses that it is because
the organization is run
and organized prima-
rily by students that it is
so special.
She insists, "The
RA program at Trinity
is unique in that we only
have one full time pro-
fessional and one in-
tern... There is therefore
a tremendous opportu-
nity to advance within
the program to higher
levels."
Similarly, while
Mr. Zednik agrees with
the assessment that a hi-
erarchy can cause ten-
sions, he nevertheless
recognizes its overall
advantages.
The program, ac-
cording to Mr. Zednik,
is "run sort of like a
smallbusiness. If some-
one is looking for it to be
more communal, they
will be disappointed."
Mr Zednik con-
tinues, "If someone is
interested in gaining a position of re-
sponsibility, they can do it easily in the
RA program and thereby gain the type of
training that will pay off after college."
A substantial advantage to a more
businesslike stucture, one would assume,
is the elimination of a club type
atmophere that so often pervades orga-
nizations. Yet a current anonymous
member of the staff stated that, "If Trin-
ity is looking to get away from exclusive
societies, they should look at the RA
program."
The program, according to this
Brian Chisolm '92 took his act to the stage for the Office of Residential Life's South Campus
Resident Assistants' Lyp Sync Contest in the Cave last Saturday night. RAs sponsor such events
as alternatives to alcoholic parties.
Take
This Course
Endlp
urt.
I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
dim lake Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
PLANNING ON LAW SCHOOL IN '93?
NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE THE LSAT!
CLASSES FORMING NOW
CALL 236-6851
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
FINANCIAL AID TO QUALIFIED APPLICANTS
source, is extremely exclusive in who it
promotes. Though still associated with
the organization, this RA alleges to never
have felt truly a part of it.
Peer mentor, Mario Martin, sees
the major problem of the organization as
stemming from yet another direction.
Ms Martin, who will be leaving the pro-
gram after this year, is critical of both the
lack of minority issues the program ad-
dresses and the lack of minority repre-
sentation in the organization.
In a recent interview she main-
tained that "the RA program is geered
towards the white female." Ms. Martin
cited the fact that there is only one
hispanic who will serve on the upperle vel
staff next year, and two asians.
However, Residential Life does not
shy away from its record of hiring and
promoting minorities, but is proud of it.
The RA program boasts that its
statistics of 22% of residential staff to be
students of color, and 31% of the
upperlevel staff, much higher than the
fourteen percent statistic for the student
body at large.
According to Ms. Duleep, it is the
issues which the RA program addresses
that ultimately attract people of different
races. Minority representation will only
decrease if the ratio within the applicant
pool does, but according to statistics there
is no sign of this decline.
Though expressing different opin-
ions over most aspects of the program,
the one component which all staff mem-
bers former and present pointed to as
highly effective is the freshmen program-
ming. Though many RAs are disap-
pointed with the programming for up-
perclassmen, most point to the fresh-
man experience as a perfect example of
what the RA program
can accomplish.
Nearly all enter-
ing freshmen will be re-
quired to live in fresh-
manhousingnextyear.
The freshman housing
program began with
the Jones dormitory in
1989.
One aspect of the
RA program that has
received wide criticism
is the "unit event",
events which range
from study breaks to
field trips.
John Kehoe '92
reported that his fresh-
man year, his RA held
only one dorm event,
which involved mak-
ing garlic bread in con-
junction with Saga din-
ing servies. He be-
lieves, however, that
his RA was receiving
funding from ORL for
whathe termed "phan-
tom study breaks."
Mr, Kehoe, by
chance, noticed apaper
addressed to the ORL
on his RA's desk, and
decided to read it. Kehoe was aston-
ished to find a list of dorm events, in-
cluding a so-called "Mac and Mac"
study break, in which dormitory resi-
dents gathered together to learn about
"using Apple Macintosh computers, and
then had traveled to a local McDonald's
restaurant to consume Big Mac specialty
sandwiches.
"Mac and Mac", according to
Kehoe, did not take place.
On the contrary, All Campus Pro-
grams (ACP) have, according to orga-
nizers, enjoyed an increase in popular-
ity this year and have been termed "suc-
cessful". !
This last weekend, the RA South
Campus RAs sponsored a "Lip Sync
Contest", which according to RA Clifford
Fuller '94, "packed the cave."
The previous weekend, however,
was marked by the failure of "Frogfest
'92- Leaping Through the Years,", an
event attended by virtually no one who
was not associated in some way with the
RA program.
These events are funded by the
Office of Residential Life.
That dissatisfaction exists within
the RA program is obvious. Whether or
not such conflicts can be resolved is
debated, Yet according to Ms. Duleep,
the dissent expressed by many involved
in the program is quite normal. She
maintains, "It is a job and like any job it's
not always perfect for everyone."
Gallows Hill Bookstore
at Trinity College
Classic & contemporary books for
adults & children.
Special Orders
-Store Hours-
Mon-FriU-8 (203)297-5231
Sat-Sun 12-5
300 Summit Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106
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The stories which you are about to read are taken
directly from the files of Trinity College's Department of
Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been
eliminated in order to protect the innocent. Please note that
all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Fence Fun
At 8:00am a vigilant officer of the campus peace ob-
served that the black iron fence on Broad Street had been
heavily damaged near the intersection of aforesaid street and
Brownell. A six foot section of the line of demarcation be-
tween Trinity's campus and the Hartford community had
been pushed in by an unknown and unseen vehicle. It was not
known (and perhaps never will be known) when the vicious
automotive assault occurred.
Missing Machine
At 5:21pm on February 28, an unnamed student
(theTnporf has yet to discover whether the student's name was
not disclosed, or whether he actually lacks a name) found, in
Anadama parking lot #9, found nothing at all. Unfortunately,
he had left his car in that very spot earlier in the day. The car,
a grey 1984 General Motors Oldsmobile Cutlass, was still
missing when Campus Safety Officers arrived on the scene,
and continued to be missing when the incident was reported
to the Hartford Police Department. General Motors recently
announced plans to layoff roughly 10% of its domestic auto
workers, over 70,000 people, during the next few years. The
investigating officer resumed patrol.
Scurrilous Scandal
Trinity's very own obscene phone caller was back at
work this week, extending his scurrilous scandal for yet
another few days. The caller, identified as the demonic dialer
by his usage of the same jargon, had better beware, however.
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly, formally of the Hart-
ford Police Department, insists that his forces are close to
concluding the case. According to Kelly, his men are teaming
up with squads from the Hatford Police Department and the
SouthernNew England Telephone Company (SNET) to crack
down on the bandit. "We hope to see this case come to a
successful termination within the next few weeks," said Mr.
Kelly.
Video Victims
Between Monday and Tuesday (Is this possible?) oflast
week, two Video CassetteRecorders (VCR) were stolen from
Life Science Center's (LSC) rooms 136 and 138, The VCRs
were each valued at approximately 400 United States (US)
dollars ($). Campus Safety Personnel (CSP) reported that
though there were no clear suspects in the mini crime spree,
"young non-students" had been haunting the building for the
previous several days. However, no connection has been
proved. Upon reviewing the situation, the Audio /Visual (A/
V) Department discovered that the locking devises which had
been holding the VCRs were inadequate, as the VCRs were
now missing (and presumed dead). The department of A/V
subsequently removed all VCRs from LSC, and notified HPD.
The A/V department, in conjunction with the Office of Cam-
pus Safety (OCS), is looking into the purchase of enhanced
locking mechanisms which, when properly applied, would
prevent unauthorized personnel from illegaly(moving VCRs.
The new devices, which insure the destruction of the VCR if
it is removed, will hopefully put an end to VCR theft forever.
Vindictive Vandals
An alert Trinity student spotted two hispardc males
breaking into a Toyata Celica on Vernon Street last week. The
student, rather than making a brave but foolish attempt to foil
the crime single-handedly, wisely opted to summon officers
of the college guards to restore peace. The car vandals fled at
first sight of encroaching security forces, but not before break-
ing the lock on the passenger side door and "popping" the
ignition. The owner was not immediately available, so the
investigating officers let the air out of the front left tire in order
to insure that the defenseless automobile remained immobile.
The theives, one of whom was described as 18 or 19 years old,
between 145 and 155 pounds, and with brown hair, wore grey
hooded sweatshirts and left a pair of pliers on the driver's seat.
.from the files of
C aiiipiis Salely
US News and World Report Survey
Relegates Trinity To Finst Quartile
continued from page I
age 1990 salary, with benefits
for tenured full professors."
The best student to fac-
ulty ratio was 8:1, attained by
Williams (#1), and Pomona Col-
lege (#5). The average was 10:1,
while Trinity maintains an 11:1
ratio.
The percentage of faculty
with doctorates was 100% at
Bryn Mawr College (#11), and
the lowest on top 25 was 85% at
Mount Holyoke College (#18).
Trinity met the average mark at
95%. Other statistical data for
this category was not published.
For information about fac-
ulty salaries, see the February 4
issue of The Tripod.
The financial resources
category was determined by the
total amount of money spent by
the college divided by the num-
ber of full time students.
Trinity's expenditure per stu-
dent is $20,959, higher than six
of the schools on the top 25 list.
The highest student ex-
penditure in the national liberal
arts category is Pomona College
(#5), where $33,368 is spent per
student. Washington and Lee
University (#22) spends the
least,at$17,780perstudent. The
average expenditure in the top
25 was $24,305.72.
The student satisfaction
U.S. News Top 25 National Liberal Arts Colleges
School & Rank
1. Williams College
2. Swarthmore College
3. Amherst College
4. Bowdin College
5. Pomona College
6. Wellsley College
7. Wesleyan University
8. Haverford College
9. Middlebury College
10. Smith College
11. Bryn Mawr College
12. Carleton College
13. Vassar College
14. Claremount-McKenna
15. Oberlin College
16. Grinnell College
17. Colgate University
18. Mount Holyoke
•19. Barnard College
20. Colby College
21. Davidson College
22. Washington and Lee
23. Coll. of the Holy Cross
24. Occidental College
25. Hamilton College
Average for the Top 25
Trinity College
Avg.
SAT
1335
1325
1320
1300
1305
1230
1290
1270
1245
1178
1250
1285
1250
1250
1255
1235
1251
1120
1220
1180
1205
1259
1205
1140
1175
1240
1180
Top 10%
H.S. Class
79%
80%
88%
79%
79%
75%
65%
78%
61%
55%
70%
70%
57%
68%
66%
59%
60%
47%
:
 56%
54%
72%
57%
60%
57%
50%
65%
41%
Accept
Rate
28%
32%
20%
27%
36%
49%
39%
40%
40%
63%
60%
47%
43%
41%
54%
69%
43%
61%
57%
41%
41%
31%
43%
49%
43%
44%
50%
Faculty
w/Doc
91%
99%
93%
99%
97%
98%
89%
97%
94%
95%
. 100%
94%
95%
95%
95%
95%
98%
85%
97%
86%
97%
95%
92%
97%
91%
95%
95%
Student/ $ per
Faculty
8/1
9/1
9/1
10/1
8/1
10/1
9/1
11/1
10/1
11/1
10/1
11/1
11/1
10/1
13/1
9/1
11/1
10/1
11/1
10/1
12/1
10/1
12/1
11/1
10/1
10/1
11/1
Student
$27,886
$30,763
$28,841
$29,227
$33,368
$29,725
$23,789
$22,205
$27,224
$27,238
$25,335
$22,421
$22,823
$22,192
$25,677
$22,916
$19,960
$24,274
$18,807
$20,919
$18,778
$17,780
$20,887
$22,318
$22,290
$24,305
$20,959
• All numbers taken from U.S. News & World Report's "America's Best Colleges" \Wl
Edition. This is only a partial list list of the survey results. Averages for the top 25 were
rounded to the nearest whole number.
rating was composed by taking
"the average percentage of stu-
dents in the 1983 to 1985 fresh-
man classes who graduated
within 5 years of the year they
enrolled... U.S. News added the
percentage of a school's living
alumni who gave to their alma
mater's fund drives in 1990."
The highest graduation
rate (those who graduated
within 5 years) was 94% at
Amherst (#3) and College of the
Holy Cross (#23); the average
graduation rate in the top 25
was 85%, while the lowest was
73% at Occidental (#24). Trinity
graduates 87% of its students
within 5 years.
Trinity ranks in
quartile one, one of
four divisions based
on the U.S. News
overall score, which
was not published for
schools that did not
make the top 25. Its
company, unranked
within the quartile,
includes: Bates,
Bucknell, Connecticut
College, Franklin &
Marshall, Lafayette,
Sarah Lawrence,
Scripts, Union, and
University of the
South.
The Tripod has
made efforts to obtain
the unpublished sta-
tistics, but was told
that the College had
received the data for
Trinity. However,
when contacted, nei-
ther the Office of the
President, The Dean
of Admissions, nor
the Public Relations
Office had seen the in-
formation. The Tri-
pod is continuing its
efforts to obtain the
data.
Norman of SNCG Gives Lecture On
Women's Movement, Civil Rights
BY JANE M. REYNOLDS
Senior Editor
Martha Prescod Norman
delivered a lecture to the Trin-
ity community on Thursday,
March 5. She was a member of
Student Non-Violent Coordi-
nating Committee(SNCC) and
was involved in the voter regis-
tration movement in Georgia,
Mississippi, and Alabama.
Ms, Norman's lecture
was entitled "We'll Never Turn
Back: Students, Women and
Communitites in the Civil
Rights Movement 1955-1968."
The talk was co-spon-
sored by Trinity College Black
Women's Organization
(TCBWO) and the Progressive
Student Alliance (PSA), Assis-
tant Professor of History Jack
Chatfield, a former member of
SNCC, assisted in organizing
the event.
Ms. Norman stated that
in her view, it is wrong to look
at the Civil Rights movement as
a top-down movement.
Most historians have
given detailed accounts of civil
rights leaders such as Martin
Luther King. The organizations
themselves have also been scru-
tinized carefully.
Ms. Norman stated, how-
ever, that this way of studying
the civil rights movement "is
not always helpful" because
important participants such as
women, members of Southern
rural communities, and students
are left out. "It is after all, a
social movement," she said.
According to her under-
standing of the events, "there
could not have been a Civil
Rights movement" unless the
ordinary people living in rural
Southern communities had de-
cided to participate.
; "Black people sat and
weighed the situation," she ex-
plained, and made a decision to
put their jobs, and often their
lives on the line.
Ms, Norman used the
Montgomery bus boycott, which
lasted for thirteen months, as an
example of ordinary citizens
showing solidarity without the
benefit of <s national organiza-
tion.
The indigenous activism
of the Southern people, accord-
ing to Ms. Norman, "also pro-
vided a framework" for the na-
tional organization. The will-
ingness of black citizens to go to
jail "played a major role in bring-
ing the civil rights movement
into being."
She also spoke a great deal
about how the difficulties of ev-
eryday life prepared blacks for
their struggles.
Women were also instru-
mental to the movement, accord-
ing to Norman. Many women
who became active during the
1950s and 1960s were already
lifelong activists. Rosa Parks,
for example, the woman who
inspired the Montgomery bus
boycott, was a long-time mem-
ber of the. NAACP. Women
"took part in every phase of
movement activity" according
to Ms. Norman.
Speaking as someone who
was involved in SNCC, Ms.
Norman said "we thought we
were building a mass move-
ment" as well as "changing the
course of history."
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In Coniunction With Talcott Mountain and CPEP...
Upward Bound Awarded Science Center Grant
BY JONATHAN HEUSER
News Editor
The Trinity College Up-
ward Bound program has been
awarded a $193,500 grant from
the United States Department
of Education to be used to create
a regional math and science cen-
ter for high school students.
The specialized math and
science center will be an out-
growth of the current Upward
Bound program to which Trin-
ity plays host. The College pro-
vides facilities, including hous-
ing and classroom space, to the
program, but does not play any
financial role.
The Math and Science
Center is a collaborative effort
of Upward Bound, the Talcott
Mountain Science Center, and
the Connecticut Pre-Engineer-
ing Program.
Fifty low-income high
school sophomores and juniors
from around New England who
have a strong aptitude for and
an interest in mathematics and
science will be chosen to partici-
pate.
Most students will be
come from the twenty Upward
Bound programs which are scat-
tered around the Northeast.
"Right now we are in the
process of identifying prospec-
tive students/' explained Den-
nis C. Mink, director of the Trin-
ity College Upward Bound pro-
gram, who will simultaneously
direct the new Math and Sci-
ence Center.
"We'll try to get up to two
kids from each existing program,
about 80% of the kids. The rest
we will get from the local area,"
he said.
Mink explained that
heads of various Upward Bound
programs ideally would single
out five students who excelled
in mathematics and science to
apply for the new program, but
that the application process is
just beginning.
Students who are ac-
cepted will spend a week brav-
ing the elements at a wilderness
school in New Fairfield, Con-
necticut, and will then come to
Hartford to be housed on
Trinity's main campus.
They will attend classes
in Biology, Physics, Calculus,
and Chemistry during the morn-
ing hours, and then be trans-
ported to the Talcott Mountain
Science Center to do work in
areas such as computer music,
telecommunications, sport sci-
ence, and environmental sci-
ence.
On weekends the pro-
gram will organize field trips to
science museums and facilities.
The Trinity Upward
Bound program won the grant
because, "We put together a
good proposal with Talcott
Mountain and CPEP. We have
good facilities and a good pro-
gram here," according to Mr.
Mink.
The U.S. Department of
Educationprovided$75,000,000
to create regional Math and Sci-
ence Centers nationwide.
Trinity's center will be one of six
in New England. Others are
scheduled to open in Boston, in
Maine, in Fairfield, Connecticut,
and in Vermont. The sixth was
destined for the University of
Bridgeport, but has since run
into trouble as that university
struggles through financial dif-
ficulties.
Mr. Mink said that the cen-
ters will create "a special intense
program, a program on a higher
level."
"Our goal is to give them
some hands-on experience and
really try to excite them about
careers in math and science,"
said Mr. Mink.
The new program will run
for six weeks, from June 28
through August 7.
The TalcottMountain Sci-
ence Center, according to Mr.
Mink, is a science acadamy lo-
cated in Avon, Connecticut, that
runs science programs for all
ages during the school year.
The Connecticut Pre-En-
gineering Program is housed in
a science museum in West Hart-
ford, and holds classes during
the summer and school year for
young people interested in sci-
ence.
The program also takes
advantage of the absence of Trin-
ity students during the summer
and holds some courses within
the College's hallowed halls.
Trinity's Upward Bound
program, from which the new
program will grow, was
founded in 1973, takes high
school students from Hartford
and Bloomfield.
Training To Begin After Spring Break
Campus Safety Peisonnel Receive
Authorization To Cany Handcuffs
BY JOHN H. GRAZIADEI
News Writer
Trinity College's Office
of Campus Safety is about to
up the ante in their ongoing
poker game with crime. Next
month, the college's valiant
defenders will be armed with
standard issue police handcuffs
to be utilized at their discretion
during tactical security enforce-
ment operations.
Although students
might at first be mammm•^y—»
intimidated by
this new devel-
opment, they
will perhaps
soon come to re-
alize that secu-
rity will not only
be better able to
been far too many incidents
when college guards have had
to place themselves in compro-
mising positions without the
proper equipment with which
to ensure their own personal
safety, as well as the safety of
the troublemakers.
He insisted that the train-
ing session, a one hour intensive
seminar modeled after the Hart-
ford Police Department's, will
stress the notion that the cuffs1'
are primarily a defensive tool,
Kelly reflected, on the difficulty his men have
sometimes had attempting to hold suspects
while awaiting the arrival qftheHartprd
Police to make the arrest.
effectively subdue any poten-
tially dangerous malefactors,
but also to protect themselves
from what must be recognized
by the Force as the growing
crime factor on or near the Trin-
ity College campus.
In an exclusive Tripod
interview, the Sultan of Safety,
director of the Office of Campus
Safety Brian Kelly, explained of
the logistics of this new devel-
opment.
Kelly was effusive about
the implementation of hand-
cuffs, claiming that there have
and are only to be used accord-
ingly.
The Director then empha-
sized that they will not be used
haphazardly by the guards, and
that once the cuffs are on, they
will stay on until further action
can be taken.
Kelly himself, with the aid
of two other assistant directors,
will instruct the force on the
proper use of, and philosophy
behind, security handcuffs.
Kelly claims that this
implementation is not unusual
for Hartford^ and that "many of
our sister institutions are also
arming their security divisions
with handcuffs."
Other forces that are be-
ing trained and armed with
handcuffs are based the Hart-
ford Hospital as well as the In-
stitute of Living.
When questioned as to
what sort of violations would
merit the use of cuffs, Kelley
indicated that trespassers and
car thieves have often presented '
themselves as suitable targets'
ml' •' ' : for detain-
ment. He then
expressed his
adamant belief
that security
guards have
long been
asked to do
• their jobs with-
out the proper tools, and that
this has created situations that
can be extremely dangerous to
everyone involved.
Kelly reflected on the dif-
ficulty his men have sometimes
had attempting to hold suspects
while awaiting the arrival of
Hartford Police to make the ar-
rest.
In his closing comments,
Kelly expressed his belief that
this is a giant step forward for
the security force, and that the
Trinity Community should rec-
ognize it as such.
The program, funded by
Departments of Higher Educa-
tion on both the federal and state
level and by corporate sponsor-
ship, is a three year intensive
college preparatory program,
according to Mr. Mink.
"We work with potential
first generation college kids-
kids whose parents didn't go to
college. We work on motiva-
tion, on helping them with any
deficiencies in school, make sure
that they are taking the proper
couses in high school that they
will need for college, and help
them with preparing for the SAT
[Scholastic Aptitude Test]," he
said.
The education does not
stop outside of the classroom.
"We have to educate the
kids' parents as well, because
they have no knowledge about
going to college. We provide
the support for going on in
school that most of these kids
don't have," said Mr. Mink.
He added that while the
selection process for high school
students to populate the new
math and science program was
beginning, he was also looking
for support staff to help super-
vise, counsel, and tutor students.
He explained that inter-
ested Trinity students were in-
vited to inquire regarding sum-
mer opportunities, and that sci-
ence majors especially were in
great demand.
The Trinity College Up-
ward Bound office is located in
a low building of modern de-
sign a 176 Vernon Street in Hart-
ford, Connecticut.
Hobart & William Smith Colleges, Geneva,
NY- Registration rush took on a new meaning at this small
sleepy lacrosse college in Upstate New York several weeks ago.
First-Year students waiting in the college's Student Center to
register for Spring classes, made a mad rush for the registrar's
office at approximately 7:00 a.m on February 21.
After urging the students to remain calm the registrar
was reportedly heckled and pelted with doughnuts by impa-
tient students, many of whom had been up since the night
before attending various social events at campus fraternal and
sororal organizations. :
The Hobart and William Smith Colleges' registration
system is on a "first come, first serve" basis, thus requiring
students to report in person on registraion day in order to get
into the desired classes. At the time of the incident, reports had
been circulating around the school that many of the more
popular classes were being filled by mostly upperclassmen.
It was in this context that a large number of students
(some inebriated) began "camping out" outside the registrar's
office as early as 4:30 on the morning of February 21. Rain and
near-freezing temperatures met those persons waiting outside
the building. All this contributed to the growing feeling of
animosity and helplessness that gripped the crowd and re-
sulted in the melee described above.
Amherst College, Amherst, MA- This college
will be hosting the popular Athens GA musical group 10,000
Maniacs on April 3. Amherst was able to secure the band
because the group was going on tourperforming in small club
appearances^ and was asking much less than their usual $25,000
price tag. ' .•• "
Afraid of being
ROBBED? RAPED?
ASSAULTED?
Paint them orange, put them down, and let the
cops pick them up! Absolutely the best!
Revolutionary new defense product, superior potency,
CS tear gas with added peppering agent.
BRIGHT ORANGE DYE marks the attacker while black light sen-
sitive dye provides backup identification. Immediately disables
one or more attackers while visually marking for capture and
conviction. Compact palm-sized canister complete with holster
and key ring. AS SEEN ON TELEVISION ~ $24.95
^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S B
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Q 5 Plus$3.50
swig* more
Plus $5.50
M Shipping &M
- Handling
Send check or money order with this coupon to:
M A G N U M P R O D U C T S
P.O. B O X 623
GREENVILLE, R.I. 02828 T T
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IHIS WEEK IN
RIN1TY HISTORY
COMPILED BY TM. ZAHAREVICH
115 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tablet; v.10, no.2,1877
The Faculty have put forth another extraordinary
manifesto, which, as usual, has found its way into the local
papers, is repeated with scorn in the general press, and has
filled even the most humble apologist for the College with
indignation and contempt. We cannot conjecture why
such an absurd and unwarranted edict should be issued as
that forbidding students to stand, even for one minute, on
the chapel portico before entering the place of divine
service. If the Faculty cannot find sufficient employment to
occupy their spare time, we would humbly suggest that,
instead of wasting their valuable moments in this detest-
able system of espionage, standing without the door to act
the part of moderators or janitors, and, as has happened in
some cases, coming into chapel late on this account, and
thereby disturbing the gravity of the service, they might
devote their energies to repairing the walks, and mending
the general appearance of many things around the build-
ing, which reflect disgrace on the whole institution. But it
is more probable that their incessant and belittling drudg-
ery to the marking system, and their close application to the
infinitesimal arithmetic of fractional marks have rendered
them monomaniacs on this subject. We suggest hellebore.
from the Trinity Tablet; v.10, no.3,1877
It was not without feelings of sadness that we had
resigned ourselves to parting with our old ivy-covered
buildings, and, as soon as we had made up our minds to the
change, came the rumor that the new buildings would not
be ready to receive us at the beginning of the next term, the
time specified for the removal.
But many among us this report, if true, will be
welcomed with delight, partly from the regret which must
be felt when our present quarters are left, and are partly
from the realization of the fact that, however sumptuous
our new home may be; still its grandeur will but scantily
compensate for the many inconveniences which a resi-
dence so far from the city will necessitate. It is not at all
probably that street cars will be run very near to Vernon
Street as soon as the new college buildings are ready for
occupation, and the prospect of a walk of more than a mile
into the business portion of the city, however conducive to
our health it may be, is anything but pleasant to those of us
who now love to spend our leisure hours amid the beauti-
ful streets of our fair Hartford.
65 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.23, no.21,1927
We feel that some editorial comment is in order in
regard to the great success that the radio dialogues, broad-
casted from the Travelers each Tuesday evening, have had.
President Ogilby and the members of the Faculty
who have taken an interest in this work of the college
deserve the hearty thanks of the students and of the alumni,
because they have done more to bring Trinity before the
public eye during this year than has ever been done in the
history of the college. Many newspapers far from Hartford
always have some editorial comment on the Trinity Col-
lege broadcast each week, and thus we are becoming better
known all over the country, This certainly cannot but have
a good effect on the college, in the future.
40 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.49, no.17,1952
The average grade of the entire student body for
Christmas term was 74.68 % compared to a 75.37 average
during the 1950 Christmas term...
entire 7468%
freshmen 70.79%
upperclassmen 76.52%
resident 73.52 %
day 77.01% , „
married : 79.48% :
single , 7 4 4 9 %
 : ; ;
In comparing the above averages not only with last
year but also with those of 1949, figures indicate that grades
are generally on the decline.
Franchise Expert Bond Earns Fame,
Adulation By Co-Authoring Book
BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
News Writer
This may require a little
stretchofimaginatk>n,butimag-
ine that there was a small chain
of local pubs based on the little
bar on the west side of campus.
Now suppose that you were an
investor and that you had an
urge to set up a chain of bars
across America.
In order to give the rest of
America what generations of
Trinity students have enjoyed,
you decide to investigate the
possibility of franchising the
College View Cafe. Where
would you turn to find out if
that was a finan- "*"""—^S!
cially sound idea,
publisher based in Homewood,
Illinois, sells for $34.95, and
weighs in at a hefty 524 pages.
About 10-12,000 copies of
the book are sold each year, 400
hundred of which Chris Bond is
responsible for, through the
duo's direct mail order sales.
Chris is also responsible
for the data entry side of the
book, and says that the entire
process takes him a few months
out of the year.
He adds that every year .
the book comes together more
easily, as he has gained experi-
ence. Bond, now at 19, got in-
volved with the book when he
was 16, when the book was in its
y p
44 point questionnaire which
ortofindoutabout jfasurveu is a comprehensive
the history of the C/ I
company?
Well, try a
Californianative of r i • •
the class of 1995. covers an array oftopics ranging
Granted, you
 Li f > Jfrom the company s size and
chises.
As a student at Trinity,
Mr. Bond was a member of the
Saint Anthony Hall fraternity.
According to the junior
Mr. Bond (Bond, Chris Bond)
the book is a compilation of the
results of a survey that the Cen-
ter sends out every year.
The survey is a compre-
hensive 44 point questionnaire
which covers an array of topics,
ranging from the company's size
and history to its expected rev-
enues and outlays. Based on the
information that they receive
back, they publish the results in
a manner that allows readers to
compare information and make
decisions.
The Source
Book, 1991-92 re-
ceived informa-
tion from roughly
3,060 franchises,
ranging from very
probably won't
findhisbookinthe
Gallows Hill Book-
store, although
you might pick up
a copy at other
stores, but that
doesn't take any '
credit away from Christopher
E. Bond'95. Bond and his father
Robert E. Bond '63 have put to-
gether a book called The Source
Book of Franchise Opportunities,
if 91-1992 Edition, which is cur-
rently in its fifth edition.
At a college that prides
itself on having published fac-
ulty members, Chris Bond may
have a jump on some of his pro-
fessors.
The book, which is pub-
lished by Business One Erwin, a
history to its expected revenues
andoutkys.
third edition.
Since then he has learned
a great deal about industry
analysis and franchising, al-
though as he says "I'm no ex-
pert, but I do have a reasonable
grasp on the contents of the
book."
The elder Mr. Bond is the
President of The Center for In-
dependent Franchise Analysis,
which is an independent firm
that does research for people
interested in investing in fran-
I N T E R N A T I O N A L PROGRAMS
Boston University
Explore the World This Summer
Through Study Abroad
Internship Programs
London, England • Madrid, Spain
Sydney, Australia • Washington, D.C.
Language/Liberal Arts Programs
Ancient Greece • Eastern Europe • london, England
Madrid, Spain • Nikopolis, Greece • Padova, Italy
Paris, France
For program details complete the coupon below and mall It to
Boston University, International Programs
232 liay State Road, Box JR, Boston, MA 02215
M7/353-9H8H
An eijual ottiioiliiiiify, ijfintinliiv tilwt imtiltitmi.
The book, and its
authors, are
widely regarded
as among the fore-
most experts in the
expansive field of
franchise analysis.
As men-
_ _ _ _ _ « _ . tioned, Chris Bond
already has a good deal of
knowledge in the fascinating
area of franchise development,
but he is not really sure if he
wants to pursue that avenue of
career later in his life.
"It isn't always the most
exciting information in the
world, but the book definitely
serves its purpose."
In addition to working
with his father, Bond played
football in the fall, and is cur-
rently playing rugby.
"Although I don't con-
sider myself an author, it is kind
of gratifying to see my name in
print. And the direct mail side
of the operation is also some-
thing that is interesting, because
I'm selling my own product,"
said Bond the younger.
Next year, look forward
to the Bonds' exciting sequel to
their current book, tentatively
titled The Source. Book of Fran-
chise Opportunities, 1992-1993.
Name
Address
City
Mione ( !
Summer D Fall O
Internship Programs
1 O London, England
1 • Madrid, Spain
• Sydney, Australia
.Q .Washington, jp.C.
S t a t e . • • Z i p - . • '
CoHene/University
Sprint; • I'J_ ; •
• Language/Liberal Arts Programs |
• 0 Ancient Greece
' O Eastern Europe
f
 * • London, England
D Madrid, Spain
O Nikopolis, Greece
O Fadova, Italy I
D Paris, France ; |
Write for the News Sec-
tion this semester.
Contact Jonathan
Heuser x.3377orcome
to the staff meeting to-
night at 7:00 in the
basement of Jackson.
TIRED OF THE WAY
FAST FOOD
makes you feel.. .and
look!
for quick, tasty, quality
meals
 ;
you can have in your
roomy
GALL249-9764
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CALENDAR —
General
Exhibitions:
Thursday. March 5 through Fri-
day. March 20— Sculpture installations
by Brigid Kennedy and Laura Cloud,
Trinity College visiting professors of fine
arts. Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Cen-
ter. Reception: Thursday, March 5 from
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Free admission.
Monday. March 3 through Fri-
day. March 13— Exhibition of artwork
by Jack Kilpatrick. Garmany Hall, Aus-
tin Arts Center. Free admission.
Thursday, March 5 through
Thursday. March 26--"Black Women of
Connecticut: Achievements Against the
Odds," an award-winning traveling ex-
hibition produced by The Connecticut
Historical Society to honor the contribu-
tions of 81 Connecticut black women in
14 fields of endeavor over the past two
centuries. 10a.m. to8p.m. daily. Mather
Artspace, Mather Hall. Free admission.
Sponsored by Trinity College Women's
Center and Trinity College Black
Women's Organization as part of
Women's History Month celebration at
Trinity College.
Music
Tuesday. March 10— "A Little
Noon Music," Trinity College music in-
structor Stanley Scott plays guitar, man-
dolin and the North Bengal dotara and
sings original compositions and folk
songs of eastern India and Ireland. 12
noon. Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Cen-
ter. Free admission. Information: (203)
297-2199.
Saturday. March 14— Winter
Concert 1992. The Trinity College Com-
munity Orchestra performs works by
Mendelssohn and Donizetti with guest
artist Jane Barthelemy, coloratura so-
prano. Conductor: Douglas Johnson,
assistant professor of music at Trinity
College. Trinity College Chapel. 8:15
p.m. Free admission. Information: (203)
297-2199. . . , , . ' . , . ' "
Theater and Films
Wednesday. March 11— Panel
discussion on "Night Mother" featuring
Trinity College faculty: Assistant Profes-
sor of Psychology Etzel Cardena; Profes-
sor of sociology Michael Sacks; and Guest
Lecturer in Theater and Dance Katherine
Power. 4:30 p.m. Rittenberg Lounge,
Mather Hall. Free admission, sponsored
by the Trinity College department of
theater and dance.
i Thursday, March 12 through
Saturday, March 14 —"Night Mother"
series sponsored by the Trinity College
department of theater and dance. The
play, "Night, Mother," the 1983 Pulitzer
prize winner for best drama, will be per-
formed IN RUSSIAN (with translation
devices available) by two actresses, Vera
Ulck and Galina Borisova, from the
Nikitsky Gates Theater in Moscow, and
directed by Trinity College Assistant
Director of Theater and Dance Josh
Karter. Thursday at 4 p.m. Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts Center. General admission:
$10; students and senior citizens:$ 6. Box
office: (203) 297- 2199. Part of a series of
events on "Night, Mother" sponsored
by the Trinity College department of the-
ater and dance.
Tuesday. March 10— "Broad-
cast Views, " a video that is part
of "Video Native America," a national
touring festival of contemporary
video by and about Native Americans
and Inuit peoples. 8 p.m. Life
Sciences Center, room 133. Free
admission.
Wednesday, March 11— The
film," Night Mother," starring Sissy
Spacek and Anne Bancroft. 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. McCook Auditorium. Free admis-
sion. Part of a series of events on "Night,
Mother" sponsored by Trinity College
department of theater and dance.
Thursday March 12— "The
Conformist" directed by Bernado
Bertolucci. 7:30 p.m. Seabury 9-17. Part
of the film series "Perspectives on Cul-
ture and History in French and Italian
Cinema." Free admission.
Public Talks
Tuesday. March 10— "Advo-
cating For Ourselves: The Health and
Well-Being of Women of Color" by
Paulette Benefield of Wilmington, Del.,
founder of "Sisters of Session," a health
advocacy organization for women of
color and a member of the board of direc-
tors of the American cancer Society. 7
p.m. Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.
Free admission. Reception at 6:30 p.m,
precedes talk.
Wednesday. March 11—
"Xiaopin Wen': The Lyrical Impulse of
Prose" by Trinity College assistant Pro-
fessor of Modern Languages and Area •
Studies King-Fai Tarn. 4 p.m. Faculty
Club, Hamlin Hall. Free admission. Fac-
ulty Lecture Series.
Wednesday.March 11—Sculp-
ture and photographer Mac Adams, a
participant in the February Austin Arts
Center exhibition titled "The Order of
things: Toward a Politic of Still Life, "
will give a lecture on his work. 7 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, room 30. Free ad-
mission. This presentation is part of the
"Critical Issues in Contemporary Art"
lecture series funded by the James L.
Goodwin Lectures in Fine Arts. Infor-
mation: (203) 297-2199,
Thursday, March 12 — "Per-
sonal Impressions from Multicultural
Observations in theCape Province, South
Africa" by Lynn Talit, film curator, Trin-
FASTFUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800-932-
0528 Ext 65.
DRIVERS WANTED
COLLEGE STUDENTS: Drive an
Ice Cream truck in your home town in
Connecticut or Westchester County this
summer. Sell Good Humor and other ice
creams. Earn $650-$950 per week. Apply
now, not in May. BLUE SKY BAR ICE
CREAM 366-2641 MON.-SAT. BE-
TWEEN 8-4.
BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP
WANTED"!
NORTH AMERICA'S BEST
DAMN TOUR CO. ONLY HI-LIFE CAN
OFFER YOU A FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIP FOR EVERY 20 PAID AND A
CHANCE TO WIN A YAMAHA
WAVEJAMMER. JOIN THOUSANDS
OFOTHERCAMPUSREPSCALLNOW
1-800-263-5604
CASH FOR COLLEGE
There's money available from thou-
sands of dollars of scholarships, grants,
and financial aid for every student who
needs it. We have a 95 percent placement
rate. If you don't qualify for any aid from
one of our sources, we'll give you a $250
U.S. savings bond. For free information
call and see what type of aid you qualify
for: ECS, ask for Al 677-4160.
FOR RENT:
Cancun, Mexico, Hotel Cancun
Place. Suite sleeps four, has large bal-
cony w/ hot tub! Available March 21-28.
$875. Call 295-9024, weekdays 8-4.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month.
Free transportation! Room & board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206-545-4155
ext. 1471.
ity College Library. 12:J5p,m. Women's
Center and Faculty Grants Office. Bring
a bag lunch.
LECTURE (in French)
"La Francophonie", by Louis-
Jean Calvet, professor of Linguistics at
the University of Paris V, France, Tues-
day, March 17, 7:30 p.m. Rittenberg
Lounge, Mather Hall.
Professor Calvet will discuss the
variations of the French language all
around the world, and songs of various
countries.
Professor Calvet is the author
of many books on linguistics. Hehas also
written biographies of Roland Barthes
and the poet-singer Georges Brassens,
and a dictionary of French songs.
The lecture is co-sponsered by
the Modern Language dept. and the Al-
liance Francaise of Hartford. Free admis-
sion.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT AVAIL-
ABLE for summer legislative internships.
The WILLIAM COTTER CONGRES-
SIONAL INTERNSHIP FUND .endowed
in memory of U.S. Congressman Wil-
liam R. Cotter, Trinity '49, provides a
stipend for s tudents doing internships in
the offices of any United States Senator
or Representative. Preference is given to
internships with Connecticut Senators
and Representatives and to legislative
interns in Washington, D.C. If you are
planning such an internship this sum-
mer, youmay receive some financial sup-
port from this fund. Please submit a
statement of need and a letter of accep-
tance from your internship placement to
the Internship Coordinator by May 15 to
apply for a stipend.
WRITER MARGE PIERCY TO
BE-IN-RESIDENCE AT TRINITY
COLLEGE IN MARCH
Popular writer Marge Piercy,
who w ill be the poet-in-residence at Trin-
ity College for 10 days in March, will
give two public poetry readings on the
Trinity campus. Her next reading will
be Thursday, March 12 at 8:15 p.m. in
Life Sciences Boyer Auditorium.
Ferguson Prizes in Govern-
ment
The Ferguson Prizes in Govern-
ment, founded in 1890 by the late Profes-
sor Henry Ferguson of the Class of 1868,
are offered for the two best essays sub-
mitted for any undergraduate course,
tutorial, or seminar in theDepartmentof
Political Science during the academic
year—a first prize of $450, and a second
prize of $300. All essays must be type-
written. They must be submitted to the
chairman of the Department by March
20,1992.
ATTENTION FRENCH MA-
JORS:
The French language proficiency
exam will be given Thursday, April 2,
starting at 4:00 p.m., in Seabury 14. All
students planning to take the exammust
register with the secretary of Modern
Languages, Mrs. Shorey, in Seabury 23,
and pick up the essay questions a week
in advance. AH french majors, Plan a or
B, must take this exam.
Career Counseling Office
Dare To Discover workshops will
beheld on March 10th, Non-seniors at 4
pmintheCCOandSeniorsat6pmin the
CCO. Advanced sign up and comple-
tion of the self-evaluation packet is re-
quired
THE ARTHUR
HUGHES AWARD FOR
ACHIEVEMENT IN
TEACHING
This spring Trinity College will present the third Arthur
Hughes Award for Achievements in Teaching. All Assistant
Professors within one year of tenure and promotion are eligible
for this award, which was created to honor the late Arthur
Hughes who served as Professor of German, Chairman of Mod-
ern Languages, Dean of the College, and on two occasions,
Acting President, during a'Trinity career spanning thirty-six
years.
A small committee of students, faculty members, and
academic deans will select this year's recipient. That committee
is now soliciting letters from students who wish to write in
support of one another of those eligible for the Hughes Award.
Please send letters to Jan Cohn, Dean of Faculty, Wil-
liams 120. Letters are due by March 20,1992.
Faculty members eligible for the Hughes Award:
Dan Blackburn, Biology Department
Jack Chatfield, History Department
Leslie Craine, Chemistry Department
John Gillroy, Political Science Department
Cheryl Greenberg, History Department
Adam Grossberg, Economics Department
Taikang Ning, Engineering and Computer Science
Deparment
Maureen Pine, Physical Education Department
Gary Reger, History Department
David Reuman, Psychology Department
Paula Russo, Mathematics Department
Roger Zapata, Modern Languages Department
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Physical Abuse of Prisoners Unconstitutional
BY THOMAS CATLAW
World Outlook Writer
The Supreme Court's decision
on 19 February expanded once again the
nebulous and treacherous definition of
the Eighth Amendment's safeguard
against cruel and unusual punishment.
Increasingly this phrase has been em-
ployed, as it was by the Court in its
decision, not simply to prevent cruel and
unusual sentences but to prevent what
would appear to be this kind to treat-
ment within prisons themselves. The
Court stated that the beating and use of
excessive violence and/or force by a
prison guard may violate the Constitu-
tion even when it does not result in sig-
nificant injury, i.e. injuries requiring
medicalattention. The ruling overturned
a decision by a Federal court which stated
that the Eighth Amendment was only
violated if the use of force resulted in this
kind of injury. Justice Thomas dissented
saying that "a use of force that causes
only significant harm to a prisoner may
be immoral, it may be tortious, it may be
criminal, and it may even be remedied
under other provisions of the Federal
Constiution, but it is not "cruel and un-
usual punishment" " I concur with Jus-
tice Thomas' opinion and would push it
further.
As Thomas suggests, the Eighth
Amendment has been removed from its
historical context, and its meaning is be-
ing wrongfully abused as a mandate to
address and alleviate all of society's many
ills. As is, the "cruel and unusual pun-
ishment" amendment should be applied
exclusively to the sentence and should
not become a national code of prison
regulation. Prison regulation is the re-
sponsibility of federal, state, and local
provision governing conduct within a
prison. Infringment of such regulations
may violate the terms described by Tho-
mas earlier, but such a violation is not
inherently unconstiutional. However, life
within the walls of a prison should not
simply reflectbasic adherence to law, the
lack of respect for the rights as set down
in the Constitution and society, in gen-
eral, the prisoner exhibited by commit-
ting a crime. It is exceedingly difficult for
me to rationalize the protection and pres-
ervation of rights for those who have
wantonly violated the rights of their fel-
low citizen.
The terms of the contract made
by the members of this society are obvi-
ous and relatively easy to follow. It is, in
its true but perhaps cliched essence, to
pursue the f ulfillement of your rights as
stated in the Constitution and its laws so
long as this pursuit does not harm others
or hinder their fulfillment. The criminal
by virtue of his crime forfeits his rights.
The criminal has violated the contract
and deserves to have his rights spripped
fromhim and apunishment levied. After
the conclusion of the term of punish-
ment— in the United States,
inprisonment— the prisoner has his
rights restored to him. The prisoner has
no rights save those basic provisions af-
forded by law.
A Federal court judge in Texas
ruled this week that a man who pleaded
guilty to the rape of a thirteen year old
girl would be permitted to substitute in
place of what would have presumably
been a lengthy prison sentence, surgical
castration. Though it was the prisoner's
decision, this kind of self-mutilalation
strikes me as cruel and unusual punish-
mentfar worse thananythingprisonmay
offer, and a just application of the Eighth
Amendment's security. Such a punish-
ment should not be permitted even if the
prisoner requests it on the grounds that
such an act is unconstitutional. Such an
act deprives the criminal of the rights
promised to him after the completetion
of his sentence. This physical mutilation
is what I think the Founding Fathers
sought to eliminate when they emended
the Bill of Rights to the Constitution.
Time spent in incarceration should re-
flect society's willingness to deprive a
prisoner of the rights of humanity —
not life and limb— which he took it
upon himself to take from another. The
prisoner is not a free individual and
should not be treated like one. By strip-
ping the individual of his rights within
the society, the criminal seeks to under-
please turn to page 14
Upcoming
Democratic
Primaries
&Caucuses
March 10:
March 17:
March 19:
March 21:
March 24:
March 31:
April 2:
April 7:
April 11:
April 28:
May 5:
May 12:
May 19:
May 26:
June 2:
Delaware
Florida
Hawaii
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Mississippi
Missouri
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
Tenessee
Texas
Illinois
Michigan
North Dakota
Kansas
Connecticut
Vermont
Alaska
Kansas
New York
Wisconsin
Virginia
Pennsylvania
Washington, D.C.
Indiana
North Carolina
Ohio
Nebraska
West Virginia
Oregon
Arkansas
Kentucky
Alabama
California
Montana
New Jersey
New Mexico
If you don't have
the money to
fly to London,
use your
imagination.
Or use your four color Xerox1" copier. Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-D graphic software package. Hey,
don't hold back. Simply put, we're having a contest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,
audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to fly Virgin Atlantic Airways to London. The
designer will not only win two round-trip tickets to London. They'll get a chance to have their
first big portfolio piece plastered all over the United States. Not a bad deal. If you want more
information about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit.
Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY10014, Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.
Virgin Atlantic Airways.
Take us lor all we've got.
Design a poster for Virgin Atlantic Airways and you may win two free round-trip Economy Class tickets to London.Tickets are good for one year. Mail your poster submission to Korey, Kay &
Partners, 130 Fifth Avenue, 8th floor, New York, NY 10011, Attn: Poster Contest. Be sure to include your name, your school name and address, Entries must be postmarked by May 1,1992.
Winner will be notified by mail on May 15,1992. Please include a forwarding address if your school address does not apply. Posters will be judged by a creative panel of Korey, Kay & Partners
and Virgin Atlantic Airways representatives on creativity and originality. One entry pefperson. Maximum size 19" x 24'.' All entries become the property of Virgin Atlantic Airways. Contest open
to matriculating students only. Employees and immediate family members of Korey, Kay and Virgin Atlantic Airways are ineligible. Other restrictions may apply.
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Primaries Worthless, Divisive Shams
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
World Outlook Writer
This is an election year, a time for
change and/or improvement, yet why
has no one answered that rallying call?
Simple the candidates on both sides are
content with publicly excoriating one
another while our nation suffers the con-
sequences. Issues have become an
anomaly, since it is far easier to talk about
someone's lack of qualities or what they
did twenty years ago. This is a sad trend,
yet despite all of the pledges from 1988,
the practice of opponent bashing contin-
Most people would think that it
would be a dispute be- ^ ^
tween parties, unfortu-
nately it is an inter-party
rivalry that will only di-
minish each nominee's
cized for it, but the other two happened
many years ago and should probably be
left in the past.
With Clinton floundering, the
other candidates could have capitalized
on his misfortunes by orating their agen-
das^  but of course this did not happen.
Senator Kerrey exploited the draft issue
by constantly recounting his heroic years
in Vietnam. He became so wound up in
attacking his rival thathehad to bow out
of the race due to a platform based on
criticizing and not changing the present
situations.
Tsongas, who has been conveying
his message to the voters, pounced on
Clinton for his Jackson comments.
without the competent leadership of Lee
Atwater, Bush has begun running sev-
eral spots. Foremost among them was a
pro-Gulf, anti-Buchanan clip that showed
Gulf hero General P.X. Kelly criticizing
Buchanan's opposition to the war.
Buchanan, not a man of great pro-
bity to begin with, responded with a
series of his own. The touchstone of
these ads prominently displayed the
words "pornographic and blasphemous
art."
Mr. Buchanan takes pride in at-
tacking the cultural foundation of our
nation, and the President's choice to up-
hold everyone's First Amendment right
to freedom of speech. The real problem
Buchanan, not a man of great probity to begin with,
responded with a series of his own. The touchstone of these
national ievei. vvnue rau- j • i t t ' t 1 ii til 1 • i
lions of people starve and ads prominently displayed the words pornographic and
the economy falters, the ' J I J f O r
cabal to gain media attention? Or is it just
a bunch of immature adults running
around as if the election should be noth •
ingmorethanapopularity contest? With
unemployment and illiteracy still per-
sisting, and the vastproblem of indigents
cluttering the streets, would not it seem
logical to focus on the issue at hand? As
is the case with most elections, the issues
really do not matter. Hell, if everyone
talked about making America better,
what would media all-stars like The Star
and A Current Affair do for news stories?
At the best, the outcome will be a
bitter division between the parties, but
at its worst, a country in complete disar-
ray.
" '
 i Some of you
may be thinking that
what would we do
ti l l l. Whil  mil- of you who think that,
main issue has become the
past actions and decisions
of our future leaders. Fur-
thermore, most of these charges are very
hypocritical.
The Democratic party is so rife with
dissension that no candidate can emerge
unscathed. Clinton and Tsongas have
both been attacking each other, and be-
fore Kerrey dropped out, he too was in
the thick of things. Yet this failure to
concentrate on the issues has been a pic-
ture in political hypocrisy. First off
Clinton has been detracted from focus-
ing on the issues, since he has had to
defend himself against allegations from
Jennifer Flowers, the Arkansas draft
board, and his own remarks directed at
Jesse Jackson. Granted the latter was
entirely his fault, and he should be criti-
Granted, these comments were relevant
since they occurred within the frame-
work of the campaign.
Unfortunately Tsongas had had a
similar reaction at Dartmouth College a
few weeks previous. When a student
inquired about his health (his cancer is in
remission) he scornfully replied that he
was fine and indignantly moved on to
the next question.
This inter-party bickering has also
surfaced within the Republican ranks as
well.President Bush, taken back by
Buchanan's strong showings in New
Hampshire and Georgia, has reverted to
his 1988 advertisement style that used
Willie Horton to crush Dukakis. Even
is no longer this senseless prattle,but the
toll it is taking on our nation.
As the saying goes, "Boys will be
boys", but who is going to foot the bill
while they sling mud at one another?
The Presidential race has become a field
day for media pundits, as well as an
open forum forperennialvacilla tors like
Mario Cuomo. The nomination process
has raised some very important ques-
tions that must be answered.
Is this brilliant show nothing more
than a facade to blind the voters? A
a story I read in
Thursday's New York
Times.
As we have
been cheering on out favorite candidates
a small trial has just concluded in
Decateur, ILL. In this trial an eight year
old boy was tried, convicted, and given a
years probation. His twelve year old
buddy received five years probation.
What was the charge that these children
were tried as adults for? The gang rape
of a ten year old girl.
Would not it be better to address
an issue such as this,, rather than the
curfew that candidate X missed in elev-
enth grade?
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AFailing Grade For
The Current System
lam a mere nineteen and there are many things in this world I do not
understand. One of the things that is beyond my limited powers of compre-
hension, is the institution of grades in higher education. I call out in ignorance,
to the faculty and administration so as they will enlighten me with a suitable
answer to the question, why do we have grades? An institution that has
permeated my entire education, and has existed so long, must be supported
by airtight arguments marked only by their infallibility. I am only embar-
rassed that such pillars of reason have eluded my mind's eye for so long.
The apparent answer to this question is that grades motivate stu-
dents to learn. Why would students bother reading books, or writing papers
if they were not getting a grade? Learning is an important thing which we all
value, therefore we should motivate students to learn. When I first began
thinking about this issue, this seemed a suitable answer to my question, but
upon further thought I began to see how this logic in fact unravels itself. If
learning is a really important thing, then shouldn't learning in itself motivate
students independently of grades. Imagine if we applied the same principle
to motherhood. We think parenting is a really good thing, in order to insure
that mothers and fathers are good to their kids, we should set up a system of
outside motivation consisting of weekly stipends for good parents. The
problem with this logic is that it defeats the purpose of parenting if the
motivation for it is external. I would argue that learning is the same way, the
only way to ensure real learning is if the motivation is internal. Grades don't
seem to motivate students to learn, they motivate students to get good grades.
Many times students do what ever it takes to get good grades, whether this
be cheating or cramming, the focus is on the grade. This makes perfect sense
because we have created a system of learning that promotes this 'anything for
the grade' attitude, because education literally is anything for the grade. If a
body of material or a text is important, then this importance should be self-
The question I ask the reader is, can
anyone really evaluate learning?
evident.
The second reason usually given for grades is that they evaluate how
much a studer t learns. I don't want a doctor who doesn't know what an artery
is. This doesn't seem like a reasonable answer to my question either, There
could still be standardized tests for various professions, without grades in
classrooms. The question that I ask the reader is, can anyone really evaluate
learning? Another strong reason why the stipends for good parents would
faE, is because there is no way to fairly evaluate a parent. The best evaluaters
are the child and the parents themselves. What gives some Phd the audacity
to tell me how much I've learned? The doctor could acquire the information
for the test in a number ways, without someone evaluating her every step of
the way. The standard for the test justifies itself because a certain amount of
information is needed to perform the task of a doctor. This analogy does not
justify grades in classrooms though. The value and lesson of a text differs from
learner to learner, this value can never be objectively quantified. The counter
argument to this may be that grades don't measure learning so much as they
measure performance. This argument is equally ridiculous though, the value
of a piece of writing, a poem or a thesis differs from reader to reader, when a
system compartmentalizes these things they are replacing the individual
meaning of the piece with a standard measurement. The result is that any
creative thought that is actually done on the undergraduate level is penalized
for not living up to some arbitrary standard. I wonder what grade Thelonius
Monk would have gotten in piano school? What would Monk say if his music
was evaluated in terms of some arbitrary standard?
The reason for grades becomes all the more crucial when we consider
the negative effects they actually have on learning. It is an amazing irony that
in a democratic society, the arena in which we learn to be citizens is totally
fascistic. The class room is model tyrany, because the power of grades are
vested in the hand of a tyrant professor. Learning is defined, evaluated and
certified by the professor. The classroom is hardly a marketplace of ideas,
because the correctness of opinions are determined by a letter %ca.de, not
concensus. When social critics lament over the anti-intellectualism of our
society they need not look any further than a school system that tells its
students they are incompetent of judging there own intellectual growth.
Grading seems like a priveledge not a right of academic freedom, it seems like
an unfair and unneccesary institution that only harms the group it professes
to help. Grades don't seem to motivate students to learn, but rather they seem
to scare students into being hostile to authority and conforming at the cost of
truth and democracy.
These observations though, are probably misguided, which is why I
ask any member of tine faculty or administration to show me the errors in my
logic, I couldn't possibly be right, I'm just a student, and if there is one thing
I learned in school, it's mat my teachers are always right, regardless of what
I may think.
Punishment And The Constituion
cont. from page 12
mine the nature of the society.
Then does the society debate it-
self itself by allowing these measures to
take place within the prisons? Does it
reflect our uncivilized nature? I think not.
Quite to the contrary, it reflects enormous
importance that society places upon the
rights of the free individual. These rights
may not be stolen under penalty of revo-
cation. It is not the responsibility of the
Supreme Court to legislate the protection
of the violators but to better to insure that
these rights within society are more effec-
tively preserved. Itis the responsibility of
the American penal system to work within
the established parameters to ensure "that
no significant harm" comes to the pris-
oner. Perhaps significant harm is too
vague a term but it is no more so than the
majority's decision to permit all force so
long as it is not "repugant to the con-
science of mankind."
This is not "eye for an eye" jus-
tice. I reject the type of punishment justi-
fied in Texas as well as the idea of capital
punishment. Death and castration are
where the Constitution is being violated,
not in the prisons where the prisoners
have willingly and consciously forfeited
their rights. In my view, there is nothing
more repugnant than the criminal and
the infringment of the rights of the free
individual.
CAMPAIGN '92
Bye-Bye Bob: Bob Kerrey dropped out of the race for the Demo-
cratic nomination for President last week with what had to be one of the
campaign's best sound bites. Comparing his campaign to the Jamaican
bobsled team, Kerrey said that it "had a lot of spirit, but not quite as
many medals." Kerrey, whose campaign was mystifying in its inability
to get off the ground, will go back to Nebraska, where he's currently
serving time as a Senator,
Take Off, Tom: In a similar situation is Iowa Senator Tom Harkin,
who hasn't been able to cop a single win since his predictable landslide
in his home state; many feel Harkin (whom the polls show to be far
behind Clinton and Tsongas in every upcoming primary and caucus) is
simply wasting his time and money. Yet the pugnacious candidate
refuses to give tip, still stubbornly predicting victory at the Democratic
convention in July.
Pit-Bull Pat: Pat Buchanan continues to embarass George Bush in
the race for the Republican nomination, continually garnering a steady
30% of the vote in primary states, even ones in which he doesn't
campaign actively. While Buchanan will probably not win the nomina-
tion, it should be noted that he's set himself up brilliantly to lead a right-
wing fight for control of the Republican party in 1996.
What if...?: Two scenarios seem to be emerging for the remainder
of the Democratic nomination process. In the first, Clinton wins big in
the South, but not big enough to knock Tsongas out; Tsongas could
conceivably surprise Clinton in Florida or Tennessee. The two run a
close campaign in Michigan and Illinois, with Tsongas winning both,
and the final battleground becomes New York. In the other, Clinton
sweeps the South/beats Tsongas in Illinois and Michigan, and begins to
run away with the thing.
How Do We Get Rid of This Guy?: Bill Clinton's most prized
asset right now seems to be his ability to escape from what appear to be
devastating revelations about his fidelity and his behavior regarding
the draft. Not only has he withstood the damage, many voters seem to
be evincing a backlash of sorts, a feeling of sympathy on the basis of the
idea that he's gotten a bad rep from the press.
Oh, Yeah: And getting around to actual election results of the
latest primaries and caucuses: On the Democratic side, Paul Tsongas,
whose low-key style of campaign is rapidly turning just as attack
oriented as others, won Maryland handily, finished a surprising third
behind Jerry Brown and Clinton in Washington, and took Idaho,
Colorado and Minnesota by fairly comfortable margins. Clinton won a
vitally important landslide in Georgia, finishing with nearly fifty
percent of the vote. On the Republican side, Buchanan took a 30% bite
out of support for Bush in Georgia, the only really notable Buchanan
"victory,"
Predictions?: Buchanan scores over 40% in one state; Clinton
takes Florida by a slim margin,'and the media turns into a quivering
heap of collective jelly from the confusion.
And Finally: Texas billionaire H. Ross Perot appeared on Larry
King live last week, and spoke of possibly entering the Presidential
race; he does have the money. But the final word? Don't bet the house
on it, guys...
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Here Comes The RCFL
Look Out, MEL, It's The
Racial Clash Football League
BY JUSTIN ANDERSON
& LUKE McGRATH
World Outlook Writers/Artists
Now that the Super Bowl hysteria
has subsided, the politically sensitive
debate over the dubious "Redskins" foot-
ball team name can be settled rationally.
Point: The name Redskins is not meant as
a racially derogatory remark, but rather
as an honor bestowed upon Native
Americans for their bravery in battle and
their alleged bloodthirsty and ferocious
nature. Counterpoint: Whether inten-
tionally derogatory or not, the term
Redskin was an ethnic slur often em-
ployed by those Americans who engaged
in the attempted extermination of large
portions of the Native American popula-
tion in the name of progress and eugen-
ics. Having a football team as a name-
sake may be an "honor" Native Ameri-
cans do not cherish and an association of
which they want absolutely no part.
These two views seem impossible
to reconcile. This being the case, perhaps
they should be solved in a truly Ameri-
can way, through violence. Yet during
this era in which an international, Ameri-
can led, new world order which suppos-
edly covets peace and cooperation exists
(unless of course the other guy happens
to be a third world dictator with out-
moded weapons, defense systems and a
vast amount of a desirable natural re-
source called oil), actual violence is out of
the question. Turning to American his-
tory to solve the dilemma, the answer
becomes clear. While actual military ac-
tion is impractical, an institutionalized
form of violence a la the L.A.P.D. is a
viable alternative. What form of institu-
tionalized violence could be more Ameri-
can than the sport in question, football?
Let's have them solve it on the grid-iron!
An all Native American football
team may be hard to field initially, but
after a few seasons we could be talking
dynasty! Given their alleged "feroc-
ity," what other oppressed minority
group is more tailored to the great
American past time? With good coach-
ing and practice they could take back
what was theirs yard by yard. Forget
the NFL. You want to see real action,
serious agony of defeat, tune in to the
RCFL, the Racial Clash Football League.
Every racial group, or religious culture,
would have their own team, colors and
logo. Out of deference to races already
insulted by insensitive Football team
names, every racial team would assume
as its name its most offensive and de-
rogatory epithet. In this new league the
Native American Redskins could win
back all of the land and respect they
have lost over the years.
The RCFL would take the racial
violence off the streets of Washington
D.C. and Bensenhurst and put it in
stadiums. Racial, urban violence could
be institutionalized and marketed, and
in the American capitalist tradition
someone could certainly make a few
bucks! This would of course call for the
establishment of new owners to regu-
late and run the teams. Thankfully, the
Japanese would not be buying up
American teams, they would be field-
ing one of their own.
Forget about the controversy sur-
rounding the offensive team names
from Washington, Atlanta and else-
where. Simply establish a new league
in which every historically oppressed
minority group's stereotypical image is
reinforced and perpetuated through its
team name. If teams continue to use
derogatory terms for Native Americans
as nickname's, then why not reinforce
the ridiculous stereotypes of each and
every minority group in this country
through the vehicle of a new American
Football league.
World Outlook Poetry Corner
Unsettled Convictions
I'm not for Free Trade and I'm not for
Protection;
I approve of them both, and to both have
objection;
In going through life I continually find
It's a terrible business to make up one's
mind.
So in spite of all comments, reproach and
predictions,
I firmly hold fast to unsettled convictions.
-Written by an English M.P. about Lord Balfour, in 1903.
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The Gulf War At Trinity College, Revisited...
How I Learned To Love Non-Violence
BY JENNIFER B. INGERSOLL
Features Writer
Everyone remembers the Persian
Gulf War. We ail remember where we
were when we first heard about the out-
break. We remember the soldiers dying,
the cursing of Saddam Hussein, and the
bombing of Israel. My memories of the
Gulf War are different than others. The
choices I made regarding the Gulf War
have only recently been clarified and
validated in my mind.
The night before the war, I went
out to dinner with some friends, came
back and heard about the start of bomb-
ings. I ran to the Cave to watch the big
screen TV. I thought that I would have to
fight off a thousand die hard sitcom or
basketball fans. Little did I realize that
the war was more important than bas-
ketball, even at Trinity College. A stu-
dent announced that a protest would be
held the next morning at the Federal
Building on Main Street in Hartford.
The group of protesters from Trin-
ity met outside Seabury, and went in
different cars to the Federal Building. It
was my first protest on campus, and I
was welcomed warmly into the politi-
cally active group. Before we went over
to the building, all of the protesters gath-
ered in a church across the street.
There were about fifty people mill-
ing about, comparing "where were you
when you heard" stories, and informa-
tion on the War itself. A man got up to
speak and said that those willing to par-
ticipate in civil disobedience (CD) or those
willing to support should meet in the
anteroom. Ijoined thembecauselneeded
to make a powerful anti-war statement,
and carrying-placards and yelling chants
didn'tseem to be enough of a declaration
disobedience because I advocate non-
violence; they wanted a more substantial
answer, one they could grab onto, nod
their heads sympathetically and mumble
"Yeah, that's right."
My reason for civil disobedience
was not valid in their eyes. I learned how
to mumble platitudes about how "eco-
nomic sanctions would have worked" so
people would agree with me because I
needed to have people immediately com-
prehend why I was arrested. I believed
my other explanation as well, but it was
not the reason I chose arrest. The only
reason I compromised my true beliefs
be-
to me. He asked us to introduce our-
selves and explain why we were consid-
ering CD.
My words "I don't believe in vio-
lence" sounded pitiful to my ears. I went
with the others to the Federal Building,
and found myself sitting in front of the
main front door. I wouldn't move until
the police escorted me to the cruiser. At
any time I could ha ve stopped but I chose
not to. I don't regret my actions then and
I don't regret them now.
The following events are blurry in
my mind. Nothing in particular stands
out clearly: sitting on cold cement, being
pulled off -
of it by a
cop, sitting j 0 paraphrase Calvin and
in jail, be- ' '
ing anger- Hobbes, how can two soldiers
p r i n t e d
andPhoto- killing each other solve the
graphed, O
smoking world's problems?
numerous '
cigarettes,
talking to .
my supportive parents, talking in the
Washington Room. I was always the
good little girl; the one who did every-
thing right and was never malicious. For
the first time in my life, I was in jail and
going against the majority.
Immediately after my arrest, I was
very proud of myself. I had stood up for
what I believed in. My hubris began to
eat a way at me when person after person
would ask, "Tell me Jen, why did you do
it?" I told these people, "I don't believe
in violence." Even after my second or
third explanation they would respond "I
understand" in a tone that totally denied
any comprehension. These people
couldn't understand that I chose civil
was
cause I
needed to
be under-
stood. I
needed to
feel that
when I
w a l k e d
on cam-
pus, I was
notidenti-
fied as "blonde Jenna from Jones, the girl
who got arrested." A few people truly
supported my actions, and they were
very important to me. But the support-
ers were outnumbered by the question-
ers.
This past Reading Week I went to
the Wall, the memorial commemorating
the Vietnam vets in Washington D.C.,
and finally had perspective on my ac-
tions. The monument is a black slash in
the ground. If you have ever been to the
Wall, you can understand the sense of
overwhelming regret and loss one feels
looking at the names. The names in the
directory are enough to fill a two volume
phone book. Names, each an inch tall.
Hundreds and hundreds of names. There
is no way I could ever read all of the
names, or know their stories. I walked
into the middle of the wall and was over-
whelmed by the sense of loss. I wan-
dered past a National Park guide who
was authoritatively explaining the Wall.
He turned all of the raw emo tions present
into statistics to a woman looking suit-
ably bereft in her mink coat in the mist
that was cloaking Washington that day.
I walked away from them and tried to
clarify what I felt about the Gulf War.
I wandered over to the Souvenir
Stand, feeling like a lost soul. I glanced
at the merchandise that was displayed
there... postcards, books and a row of tee
shirts. The bald eagle was everywhere,
and the symbols of American strength
and power dominated every article of
clothing. I had finally achieved clarity in
my beliefs, and was struggling to accept
that.
The row of shirts brought back all
the pain of last spring. How could I ever
be understood if America's symbols, the
flag, the eagle and battle fatigues were
the only thing "they" saw? I realized
that I don't want my brother, husband,
son or friend ever sent off to a war. I took
action against the war because I didn't
want to go to a memorial for the Gulf
War. To paraphrase Calvin and Hobbes,
how can two soldiers killing each other
solve the world's problems?
I do not regret my actions. I am not
trying to compare the Vietnam War and
the Gulf War. I am not asking you to
change your beliefs and actively advo-
cate non-violence. I only ask you to
understand why I chose civil disobedi-
ence. It took me a year to realize that the
simple words "I do not believe in vio-
lence" were powerful enough.
Do You Believe In Miracles? An Armchair Olympian's
Quest For The Gold - And The Painful Agony Of Defeat..
BY CHARLES M. FOLEY
Features Writer
The 1992 Winter Olympics are fi-
nally over. The five-ringed banner was
all furled up, the torch extinguished, and
all the athletes gone home. As I uncross
my legs, exhaling a long sigh of relief. I
don't like the Olympics. They're a per-
petual four:year reminder to me of an
extremely harrowing and painful acci-
dent that I was in while watching them.
It was the 1980 Summer Games that
sparked the injury I sustained, the long
jump event being the specific catalyst of
it. I was eight years old at the time,
tuning in with my best friend Mark (who
had cracked, chapped lips and a retainer
that caused him, to drool all the time from
the corners of his mouth). We were
completely awed by the games, capti-
vated by them- especially the long jump.
So inspired were we by this event tha t we
decided, right then and there, that we
would become long jumpers when we
grew up.
Training began immediately and
in earnest. We started by setting up our
own course in my den; the coffee table
would be an improvised ramp to launch
off from and the sofa was the imaginary
sandpitinwhichwewouldland. Butwe
put a new twist on the Olympic version
of the event to increase the stakes, chal-
lenge,anddegreeof difficulty. We added
obstacles. In between the coffee table
ramp and the sofa sand pit we put my Big
Wheel, sundry pieces of furniture, and a
Fisher Price basketball hoop that had a
hard plastic backboard and a bell that
rang every time you made a basket. The
basketball hoop was placed at the end of
the jump, right in front of the "sand pit."
The course resembled a miniature Battle
of the Monster Trucks set up. Once the
constructipn was completed andwe fin-
ished stretching, the 'Games were under
way. . • '
Mark was the first competitor.
Climbing up onto the coffee table, he
stared down the ramp to his goal - the
sofa. He was a steely-eyed portrait of
determination. He started his run, mov-
ing down the table at a furious pace and
catapulted ——» •»»
soaring gloriously above the earth - a
great, majestic eagle scoffing at the force
of gravity, I was the master of the skies.
But in retrospect, I may have been more
of an albatross (endearingly called the
"goony bird" because of its tendency to
crash land): My flight came to a crashing
halt when I didn't quite make it over the
Fisher Price basketball hoop.
While I was still airborne, I real-
ized (much to my chagrin) that the bas-
ketball hoop was going to prove to be a
formidable obstacle to clear at my cur-
—"
—
-
1
— , rent altitude.
It loomedhimself off
the end with
all the
strength his
 1 11 1 . . i l c *i« . . . i . B ,
legs could backboard with drawings of the mountainous
muster. He
...itlooms ahead oftne, a sneer-
 ahead°f°2!
ing, menacing, mountainous s n e e r i n g ,
menacing,
s a i 1 armless, legless, mutant, ball-
through the headed Fisher Price people com- ings-of the
, , , . ,
 r
 ."• . armless; leg-
ing closer and closer into view. iess, mutant,
ball-headed
air - a
f l a i l i n g ,
drool-traiL-
ing menace - and landed on a cushioned
chair, well short of the "pit" The compe-
tition had been blown wide open with
this rather poor showing by Mark, and
the opportunity for me to pull out of
reach was mine for the taking.
I clambered up onto the table, vi-
sualizing my jump. My nerves made me
shake epileptically, sol started to "lamaze
breathe" in an effort to calm myself.
Summoning up all of my strength, I
sprinted down the length of the table and
hurled myself into the air. My body
arced upwards and I looked below me,
gliding over the Big Wheel's handlebars
with ease. My vault propelled me over a
love seat and a Lay-Z-Boy - and still I was
Fisher Price people coming closer and
closer into view. I took evasive action in
a desperate attempt to steer myself out of
the basketball hoop's path. I twisted and
turned violently - to no avail. I was on a
rendezvous with destiny. In one last-
ditch effort to break out of my flight
pattern, Iscissor-kick my legs, in hopes
of altering my trajectory. But my fate
was like a net, because the more I tried to
escape, the more entangled I became.
My scissor-kick worsened my situation -
instead of glancing off the backboard, I
straddled it. Legs spread, I crash on top
of the backboard with a resounding
THUMP, the little Fisher Price bell ring-
ing a score. I perch on my roost for a few
timeless moments, conscious only of the
sound of Jim McKay's voice (the televi-
sion commentator covering the Olym-
pics) prattling on somewhere off in the
background: "Houston...Destiny... the
Albatross has landed. I repeat, the Alba-
tross has landed..." Then, the first subtle
hints of pain came -
"AAARRRUUUNNNNGGHHH."
While I was certainly no stranger to pain,
this felt like I was passing a Volkswagen
bus. Yes, it's true... I landed square on
my old John Thomas. We've all seen the
"agony of defeat" clip on Wide World of
Sports (the skier who wipes out) - well,
that was a walk in the park compared to
what happened to this Olympian.
I hit a high "C" that a madame in
an opera would have been proud of.
Mark could only gape at me in wide-
eyed horror, a foot-long streamer of drool
hanging from the corner of his mouth his
only response. My parents heard my
wails of anguish, which sounded like
bison with intestinal discomfort, and
called for the paramedics. Thanks to an
industrial-sized crane, and the commu-
nity which rallied around me, I was
hoisted off of the Fisher Price basketball
hoop within a few days. The only appre-
ciable long-term side effect was that I
walked around for the next week like I
had just been in a rodeo.
It would have been a shame it that
one bad experience totally soured me on
the Olympics. Well, it hasn't really put
me off. I'm still able to watch such fare as
curling, the 10,000 meter walk, and the
thrilling kayaking events with a marked
level of interest. But I think I'm still a few
years worth of intensive shock therapy
away from witnessing another longj ump.
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Historic Meeting With Pope... -
Tripod Editors Continue To Meet World Leaders
Taking a break from midterms, Tripod Managing Editor Daniel "Jim" Scanlan flew to Rome for a brief meeting with Pope
John Paul II. The talkwas characterized by observers as "jovial" and "light-hearted." Reluctantly, Scanlan returned back to
Trinity with the picture below as his only souvenir of his conferance with the Pontiff.
THE VATICAN
VATICAN CITY
Daniel Scanlan
The Trini ty Tripod
300 Summit Street
Trini ty College
Hartford, CT 06106
W Son Daniel,
Thank you for dropping ky the office last week. I enjcyed ny conversation with you and
was glad to receive news frcm America, and Trinity specifically. Tell Thcmas Gerety I say "hi",
and my offer of the position of President of Vatican State University is still open.
Next time I'm in the States I premise to drop ky Connecticut.
P.S: Tell that Thcmas Catlaw fellow that I would like to have a word with him
Tripod Managing Editor Daniel Scanlan cracks a joke with " i e **•"*•Jin> "*"
Pope John Paul II during his recent visit to the Vatican.
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Awful Calamity... Rueful Day;
Presidential Hopeful Vinnie Scorlione Shot!
Candidate Hanging On After Being Wounded 15 Times
BY CHRISTOPHER GENE MQREA
Features Editor
Vinnie Scorlione, independent
presidential candidate in the upcoming
election, was shot late Sunday during a
parade in his honor. Reports are not yet
confirmed but it seems that Scorlione
sustained a record fifteen wounds to the
head without dying (or even losing con-
sciousness for that matter). Police are
baffled by the amazing lifeforce of
Scorlione but are even more amazed by
his tenacity.
He reportedly got up after the
shooting and attempted to find the
would-be killer, shouting, 'Til get the
paison who dared to shoot me in front of
my wife!" Although the assailant has not
yet been brought to justice, several theo-
ries have been brought forth to explain
who would attempt to assassinate Italy's
most infamous presidential hopeful.
Some claim that the shooting was
ordered by the Irish Republican Army in
reaction to allegations about Scorlione's
somewhat Irish heritage. Rumors
abounded several weeks ago that
Scorlione, "il capo del capo", is one-six-
teenth Irish. Scorlione vehemently de-
nied the claims, saying that, "although
the Irish are good people, they are not
me." This statement was not well-re-
ceived in Ireland, where reactions ranged
from those of insult to the downright
malevolent.
. The I.R.A.'s official response to
Scorlione is "he should be beaten with a
rather large section of the Blarney Stone."
Thus, it comes as no surprise that this
group has been listed as a suspect in the
Scorlione shooting.
Another possible theory in the case
has been brought forth by Oliver Stone,
director of the hit movie ]FK. Stone be-
lieves that the combined forces of the
FBI, CIA, ORL (Office of Residential
Life) and the Trinity Library Staff con-
spired to kill the presidential hopeful.
Stone wholeheartedly maintains that the
Library Staff masterminded the unmoral
act since they have enjoyed a long battle
with Scorlione.
In October of 1991, the Library Staff
wrote a scathing letter to theTripod, say-
ing that the killer from the peninsular "pro-
motes stereotypes." Scorlione denied the
malicious portrayal of his role in Ameri-
can society. He believes that he promotes
a traditional way of life that "ensures the
simpler things in life, like the nice Italian
sausage and the spicy sauce."
He also claims that the Library
people do not like him because he "don't
read none too much." Several witnesses
claim that when the news of the assassi-
nation attempt was brought to the atten-
tion of one Library Staff worker, s/he
responded, "Good, Operation Ragu has
been successful. The only thing that bum
Scorlione will promote will be food for
the worms. Hee hee hee!"
The actual incident occured at 3:34
PM on Sunday afternoon. Scorlione had
just given a speech to the Young Fascists
Club here at Trinity and was in transit in
his motorcade when the shooting began.
The first shot pushed him forward but
the thrust of the next fourteen shots pro-
ceeded to force him backwards. His wife,
Rosa Maria Caprafaciadici Scorlione,
seemed stunned and unclear as to what
was occurring at first.
Yet, panic soon manifested itself
upon Rosa Maria as the gruesome reality
of the situation set in. She never left her
marito's side during the incident but,
rather, shielded her husband from any
more harm. The secret service men also
did their best to aid Scorlione but the
damage had already been afflicted.
Amazingly, Scorlione then proceeded to
regain consciousness and run in the di-
rection of the shooting in a animal-like
manner until he collapsed. He was then
taken to Our Lady of Perpetual Suffering
Hospital for treatment.
Although Scorlione received sev-
eral wounds and lost five pints of blood
in the shooting, he checked out of the
hospital after only twenty minutes. It
seems that Scorlione is an old hand at
assassination attempts, having been shot
forty-five times before. When questioned
as to the frequency of the attempts on his
life, Scorlione smugly replied that, "The
construction industry is a rough busi-
ness. A lot of people want what I worked
so hard for, like the Bronx."
Further questions concerned his
presidential campaign. Responding to a
question about his remaining in the race,
Scorlione responded, "Of course I am,
you sonuvabum. You make it sound like
I'ma dead guy. I'ma good and healthy,
justa little tired. In a few days, I'll bea
ready to win all the primaries in the
country!"
Editor's Note: The article and pic-
tures on this page are part of a satire of the
American political process. No ill-will is
implied by any of the statements made in the
continuingstoryoj'VinnieScorlione, Ameri-
can hero.
Scenes Of The Tragic Event On The Fateful Day, As
Captured On Film By Crack Photographer Peter Adamsf 95:
Smooth Sailing: Departing from a speaking engagement at Trinity College,
Vinnie Scorlione and wife Rose-Marie Caprafaciadicci-Scorlione wave to
supporters shortly before the fateful event. Despite warnings, Scorlione
decided to ride in the open car.
Out of Nowhere: Soon after the car begins to pull away, a shot rings out and
Scorlione slumps over, much to the horror of his wife. Chauffeur Danny
Scanlanini received a hit to the shoulder, but continued to drive the vehicle.
Yet Another Shot: Bodyguard Johnny "the Big Guy" Akasiaccio reaches back to
support his fallen brother. Mrs. Scorlione was reported to have shrieked with
terror as the horror became apparent.
Valiant Attempts: Scanlanini attempts to pull Scorlione back into the car as he
accelerates to 70 mph. Scorlione received further injury as his left arm became
entangled in the rear wheel of the Chrysler Lebaron Turbo.
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Hey Trinity! What's Your Sign? I'm A Taurus Too!
BY C. CLIFTON FULLER IV
Features Editor
What, pray tell, is a quartile?
I am curious to know, because ac-
cording to U.S. News and World Report,
Trinity College is (yet again) in one. Or,
more to the point, in One. As in Quartile
Number One - the First Quartile (which
sounds quite like a Tom Clancy novel).
See, each year U.S. News publishes their
"Exclusive Rankings of America's Best
Colleges" (see this week's article in the
News section of The Tripod ) , and this
year Trinity failed to make their Top 25
list (a list, incidentally, that is headed by
Williams - but that is neither here nor
there, for this article has neither the time
nor the space to expound upon the te-
merity of a lone periodical to statistically
"play God" and to bestow their self-
proclaimed, divine providence upon the
collegiate masses, inferring that an edu-
cation received at Williams is infinitely
more supreme than an education received
at Trinity. Such an editorial attempt
would only result in careless, dour soph-
istry and/or bitter sarcasm, while also
exposing the writer's own insecurities).
Atany rate, Trinity is in this funny
little word called a quartile. Quartile... a
seductive, throaty word of sorts, with a
polished, butler's hint of distinction
clipped to the end of it... a word which
implies the far reaches of outer space in a
B-grade movie (imagine a scantily clad
Linnea Quigley shouting "Gamma Base,
there's a meteoric disturbance in Quartile
One!")... a word which -
(But what the hell is a quartile?)
I digress. Murmuring "quartile"
repeatedly to myself did little to instill
any more meaning into the word, so I
decided to engage in some Dewey Deci-
r r i • •« - 7 - 1 i i T charter - in the
Trinity is Earth, I am m r^y a &*.
Water - this is the dawn- This0 dayteUi
c , c found
of the age of
mal detective work- resorting to research
at the Library (which do not have
"quartiles", but "quartos" - shelves where
the bulky, oversized voiUmes are kept). I
found a dictionary (you know, one of
those Library jobs that are yellowed and
dog-eared and ripped and glued to a
wooden tray with a round, ball-bearinged
pedastal that allows it to swivel - al-
though this rotating feature has proved
virtually useless to anyone who has actu-
ally used one of these dictionaryplasty
operations) in one of the second floor
c lassrooms,
and began by
looking up the
m y s t e r i o u s
Mote in ques-
tion
"quartile":
"Of or
pertaining to
the aspect of
two heavenly """"""™"•"•""""••""-"•—
bodies when their longitudes differ by
ninety degrees."
Funny... although I knew what
each word in the explanation was, I still
hadn't gotten closer to quartile's mean-
ing. So I intended to clarify things by
looking up "aspect":
"The relative position of planets as
determining their influence."
Without any deliberation, I quickly
looked up "influence":
"The supposed radiation of an
ethereal fluid from the stars, regarded in
astrology as affecting human actions,
destinies, etc."
The definitions were lacking in,
well, definition. Instead of getting closer
to the secret of quartile's meaning, these
explanations only sent me on an etymo-
logical Catch-22 runaround. However, I
did discover a clue - the word "astrol-
ogy." I knew a bit about zodiacs, and
horoscopes - enough to continue my
search elsewhere. Before I left the li-
brary, however, I looked up "et cetera"
for my own edification ("And others;
and the like; and the rest; and so forth").
My next stop was Chucky's Co un-
try Store, and the 79 cent Starscroll Astro-
Forecast horoscope, a cigarette-sized roll
of colored paper bound in a clear plastic
tube. See, I looked up Trinity's "birth-
day" - technically, when the college re-
1
 • ceived its
ing
Aquarius...
to be
May 16, in
1823, which
makes Trinity
C o 11 e g e
the sign of Taurus, the Bull.
Taurus (April 20th-May 21st) is a
constellation between Aries and Orion
containing the Hyades and the Pleiades
star clusters, the Crab nebula, and Alde-
baran. Taureans very much represent
the bovine they are named for. Positive
qualities-of-this sign include patience,
steadfastness, strength of purpose, and
conviction. Expressed in their negative
form, these Taurean traits become obsti-
nacy, blind prejudice, and lack of rea-
son. Incidentally, I am a Cancerian - the
Crab (June 21st -July 22nd). I am intro-
verted and moody (because I am pow-
ered and controlled by the moon), and in
terms of compatibility with the college, I
get along famously -
(Yes, but what the hell is a quartile?!)
Again I digress. Casting aside my
penchant for Earth signs (Trinity is Earth,
I am Water - this is the dawning of the age
of Aquarius), I look to the Mathematics
Center for my next syntactical clue. Spe-
cifically, I resort to a large, glossy, thin-
paged Statistics text, and look up
"quartile":
"Any of the values in a series di-
viding the distribution of the individuals
in the series into four groups of equal
frequency. The lower quartile-" (this
last phrase embossed in boldface to ac-
centuate the important bits - not unlike
highlighting the sex scenes in a Harold
Robbins romance - for those instructors
who like to torment Mathematics majors
by giving a test of statistical terms in-
stead of numbers') "- is the 25th percen-
tile of a data set, the middle quartile is
the median, and the upper quartile is the
75th percentile."
Contrary to what this doublespeak
seemed to do - which was to befuddle
and discourage - it enlightened me!
Throughout both my investigation for
the word "quartile" and this very article,
the language has proved not to clarify or
to explain anything, but to detract and to
distract me from the truth I was trying
desperately to seek. Definitions only
introduced more questions, and more
definitions. Trinity College may be in
the 1st Quartile, but what the hell is a
quartile? Ameaningless word shrouded
by jungles of language, the sum total of a
jungle of numbers and figures compiled
in the rankings of a magazine. So, to
summarize: statistics and stones may
break your bones... but Quartiles will
never hurt you.
Editor's Note: Trinity's Bantam
football team defeated the Williams
Ephmen last October, by a score of 30 to
27.
ALONG THE LONG WALK
This week, Chris and Pete felt it necessary to add a touch of class to Along The long Walk Thus, we attempted
to take our act to Pacific Overtures but were foiled because no flash photos were allowedbecause fhfey would
distract the thespians. With no other option open, we went to The 'View and asked:
Why Are You Here?
Stephanie Voros '92: Because
there are no weekday frater-
nity parties.
PJ. Reilly '92: 'Cause the li-
brary is too crowded!
Jay Villeneuye'92: Wherever,
the beer is under $4 a pitcher,
I'm there. >,•-". . ; '
THB ONE TAKES Tffft CAKE.
Karen Seleyetz '92: It'sThujs-
" day! I'm wbrldrig on my;the-*
SIS. ; , ' -
pennisMcCoy'92! Whyndl!!! Pieter van der iteide '93 & Matthew
McGowan'92:'pause W<%apttph^e
t, passio^te sex with Marty. v
Ron Irwin !92J )Becaus«S time -;
spent wasted is' riot wasted •-., ••
y ^
\ Lookmg for Mendjy
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Haiku Corner:
literary Devices
BY LUCAS TERRANOVA, SUNJAV PAUL, PAUL-
SCZUREK & BRET LINDBMUTH
Once again the Haiku Corner brings you the best in off-beat
poetry. We are proud to announce that someone has actually sent in a
suggestion for a topic to be woven into the continuing tapestry of out
Haiki, We, unfortunately, couldn't read much of what Mr. (we shall
leave his name anonymous to protect his identity) wrote, and what we
could read sounded somewhat obscene. Well, we won't cater to that
kind of request, especially if we haven't thought of it first. Anyone else,
however, should feel free to send us a theme (Box 1441, extension2851).
But enough of that, on to the Haiki. Just find a comfy spot, and relax -
'cause for all you do, this Haiku's for you.
But today feels different, there is enchantment in the air - a
champion will be born today.
Disguised he will be, though. Unshaven, bald, dressed in a
kimono,, he will roam atop a moped.
A moped with a wicker basket on the fromt for his pet dog, Ginsu,
who distributes propaganda aimed at revitalizing nineteenth century
Turkish literature.
Sputter... Sputter... Kaputz. "Where am Ito find diesel gasoline in
Fiji? Ginsu, Aitz!" He darted off.
From the brush, the village shaman appeared. Eyes affixed on the,
bike, he worked his Hoodoo - (coolness!)
 :
He pulled from his sack a rock and struck our hero on the head,
then stole his bike.
Ginsu found friendship with a deranged Trinity student who was
searching the isle for decent off-campus housing.
. I stare at the little puppy in the store window and wonder..
i d b h i &
Losing control of itself, as puppies sometimes do, it leaks a yellow
stream on the floor of its pen.
I'm reminded of the golken brook I fished in as a youth; I cry, for
it was there Where I reeled irimy uncle who had a tragic experience one
dim day skydiving. . • • ' . • ; •'
After he had chased a drowning cat into the brook, sometimes I
wonder.
Oh how she teases me with delightful images, my mistress is so...
expressive despite being fully paralyzed.
Life is cruel sometimes. I may look but camiot touch.
Oh how distraught I become when I remember I'm blind!
In wearing appealing apparel, one must pay the toll,
Of finding fuzzy fur balls, that look like hairy moles.
By moles I mean those nocturnal rodents that burrow
Through tall grass, and are shredded by ah all mighty TORO.
They try to run away, by can only squeal in dismay.
Gee, fuzzy fur balls aren't so pleasant sounding now, are they?
Roggi;i's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
rransportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
Due to circumstances beyond his control,
Quincy found himself in an awkward position.
Buy A Green Carnation For
You Or The One You Love
For St Patrick's Day!
See Table Outside Mather For More Information.
Sponsored By Trinity's Newman Club
TWO TWO
TOO LIFTS IN
GET A LIFT FROM PETER PAN BUS LINES
PLUS A LIFT TICKEXJO SKI STRATTON!
Give yourself a
lift to affordable
skiing, this winter
with the Peter Pan
Ski Express! One
fabulously low pack-
age price includes a
hassle-free, comfortable
roundtrip teach ride to
Stratton Mountain, plus
an all-day lift ticket to •
great skiing on southern
Vermont's highest peak.'
Check out the departure point
nearest you, then call
1/800-237-8747, ext. 270,
for reservations.
And remember, even if
you don't need a lift to the
mountain, you can save
every day on lifts up the
mountain with Stratton's
$10 College Discount
on all-day lift tickets!
Current college ID
required.
VERMONT
ff Slrarton Corporation, 1991
rWE'VE CORNERED^1
 THE MARKET
ON CREATIVE
SUMMER COURSES.
Pratt offers summer courses that do a little more than
you'd expect. That's because our students, the most
talented and creative people in the country, set high
standards. During our two summer sessions from
May 26—July 2 and July 6—August 14* we're offering
hundreds of undergraduate, graduate and professional
courses designed for creative people.
Choose from programs in architecture, advertising,
art education, book arts, city and regional planning,
computer graphics, construction management, creative
arts therapy, drawing, engineering, facilities manage-
ment, fashion, film, fine arts, graphic design, illustration,
industrial and interior design, jewelry, information and
library science, painting, photography, printmaking,
sculpture, urban design, video telecommunication, and
visual studies. Summer internships are also available.
TRAVEL/STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS TO ITALY,
JAPAN, DENMARK AND SPAIN.
SUMMER MASTER'S PROGRAMS IN COMPUTER
GRAPHICS, FINE ARTS, GRAPHIC DESIGN, AND IN-
FORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE. To find out
more, return the coupon or call: (718) 636-3453,
ext. 713.
•Numerous shorter sessions are offered also.
Pratt Institute • School of Professional Studies
200 WilloughbyAve., Brooklyn, NY 11205 • (718) 636-34S3, ext. 713
Please send me information on: • Summer Courses
D Summer Master's Programs • Travel/Study Programs
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ! STATE ZIP
J I PHONE COLLEGE/OCCUPATION 1 1
_____ipraft__=__
SYRACUSE
ABROAD
N P 4
m ''•
The Division of International Programs Abroad offers academic programs in
Czechoslovakia, England, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel
Poland, and Spain
for a semester, a year, or a summer of study abroad.
for more information, please contact
Syracuse University Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13244-4170— 1-800-235-3472
SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!
Name
Address,
City_.
Phone
School
State
-Z ip .
Sometimes to doyour best work,
all you need is a (range of scenery
The new Apple9 Macintosh® PowerBook™ computers
give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any
time you want.
They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too.
They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.
- The Apple SuperDrive™ disk drive reads from and.
writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-
allowing you to exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
you can run MS-DOS programs, too.
With built-in AppleTalk® Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log' on to the library computer
without leaving your room, , , '
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher . ...
performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook 170 is the highest-performance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens arid the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation—System 7. And their ergonomic,
all-in-one design makes them comfortable to u s e -
no matter where you do your best work. ,;.;•".
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
gnd while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the: Apple. Computer Loan, r.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
t a k e y o u . : ••, • . •
Its the next thing.
Forftuilieriiif^^
Mathematics, Computing & Engineering Center, Room l6 l or call 297-2571
itjH'J1)) Apple LDmpuin. Ink 'AppliMheAfipft'liilH Appli.-'Ulk aiidMiiimtooh an- rv' t irailtmark*rif AppleGimpurerlni MS-lKJSri
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Complete With Translation Devices
A Little Bit of Russia Comes To Austin Arts Center
LAUREL B. PORTNOY
Arts Editor
If you walk into the Austin Arts
Center this weekend and think you're
hearing another language, you are. A
production of Marsha Norman's 1983
PulitzerPrizewinningplay'mgW Mother
performed in Russian is the highlight of
a week long series that will examine the
play from a multi-disciplinary and
multicultural perspective.
The production continues the
cross-cultural exchange between
Moscow's Nikitsky Gates Theater and
Trinity College. Theater/Dance Profes-
sor Joshua Karter who helped establish a
successful summer theater exchange pro-
gram with the theater, is the director of
the show.
"It's hard to explain junk food,"
says Karter speaking of the challenges of
working with the Russian actresses, "it's
not that big of a problem because the text
will speak for itself."
'night Mother has established itself
as the first and foremost mother/ daugh-
ter play. This deep psychological piece
spans the course of one evening as a
young woman explains her depressed
life and plans to commit suicide to her
mother.
"It's amazing wha t can be commu-
nicated cross culturally," says Karter. He
emphasizes the universality of a piay
that explores issues normally left un-
touched by Russian culture. "After all.
Russian is kind of in the dark ages when
it comes to women's issues."
The recent rush of political changes
in the former Soviet Union has left no
aspect of culture and society untouched,
including the theater. "An actor might
have to spend 10 hours a day finding out
where cheese is being sold," notes Karter.
Political alterations have also had a ma-
jor effect on the kinds of plays that are
put on. Professor Karter elaborates how,
"In Russia, they're going back to their
roots—to Checkov."
Professor Karter hand picked the
rwoactresseswhoappear in'tt(g/if Moffer.
Both women have excellent reputations
in their field. Vera Ulick has been per-
forming on the Russian stage for over 40
years, working in theaters in Moscow,
Leningrad, and Kiev. She is a graduate
of the Kiev Theatrical Institute. Galina
Borisova, age 41, is a graduate of the
prestigious Moscow Art Theater Studio
and has worked in theaters in Riga and
Moscow. Both are presently employed
by the Nikitsky Gates Theater Company
in Moscow, which for the past 8 years has
been on the cutting edge of new work as
an independent theater.
The first performance of 'night
Mother will be on Thursday, March 12th
at 4 pm and will be followed by a dinner
discussion sponsored by Trinity's
Women's Center. Performances continue
on Friday, March 13th, and Saturday,
March 14th at 8 pm. Performances will
be followed by a discussion group led by
Alpha Delta Phi's Annual literary
Prize For Outstanding Writing
Given by the Phi Kappa Education Foundation, Inc
$1,000 award for an original prose fiction or non-
fiction manuscript Prose drama is acceptable. Must
be a Trinity College Student No fraternity or
sorority membership is required. Maximum length
is 5,000 words. Deadline: Thursday, April 2,1992
For more information contact the English
Department at 297-2455.
WRITING CENTER WORKSHOP
FOR TRINITY STUDENTS
RESEARCH PAPERS: THE FIRST STEP
Thursday, March 12,1992
4:15-5:30 PM
The Library - Walton Room
Conducted by Cynthia Butos & Linda
McKinney
To register, callElestine Nicholson at 297-2461
members of
the Hartford
area Russian
emigre com-
munity.
If, by
chance, you
miss this
unique and
exciting the-
atrical event,
but you hap-
pen to be
traveling to
Moscow in
the spring,
stop by the
N i k i t s k y
Gates The-
ater. This
production
will return
to Moscow
to become
part of their
permanent
repertoire.
There won't
be transla-
tion devices
in Moscow
though. We
suggest that
you see it at
T r i n i t y
while you
can. Vera UHck and Galina Borsiova, both from
Moscow, rehearsing for Trinity's 'night Mother.
CYNTHIA KRON
The 'Podtale wants you! Contribute to
Rebecca, Todd and Sarah's continuing saga.
You can decide their fate.
O N L Y T W O H O U R S 1 T O
S P R I N G B R E A K .
$ 5 9 9 . 0 0
Bermuda College Weeks
• March 2-2S and
April 6-18 • 7 nights,
air/land inclusive. Call
Cmlinski Travel SVC at
203-527-5024. Or call
Travel Turf at
]-80()-222-4«2. I
After you hit the books, it's time to hit the beach. Time
for a free boat party, a free mystery party, free
beach parties, plus swimming, sports, mopeds and more.
All less than two hours from the East Coast.
Bermuda. So incredible, they named a triangle after it.
Not to mention a style of shorts.
B E R M U D A
may be subfoct to change and availability. Taxes not included.
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Geaderama In Hartford...
The Opposite Sex... IsNdtherAtReaiAttWays
BY ANNE WRF.KS
Arts Writer
Being slave to the ever so mono-
tone atmosphere of the limited Hartford
entertainment scene, one finds it quite
invigorating to step out of the confines of
the secure campus setting and breach out
into diversified realms. The latest addi-
tion to the Hartford art scene does ex-
actly that and challenges the monotony
of mainstream entertainment.
Kate Bomstein, a transexual solo
performer from San Francisco hit
Connecticuts's entertainment circuit
Wednesday with the opening of her show
The Opposite Sex is Neither. The show,
sponsored by Hartford's Real Art Ways,
began in New Haven at the Little Theater
and continued for three more shows
reaching both Northampton and Hart-
ford at the Bronson and Hutchensky The-
ater.
The show consists of seven charac-
ter monologues. Each character is based
upon an individual struggling between
two identities either being male or fe-
male. The conflict of gender evolves as
each individual realizes if they are male
or female, whether they were born that
way or not.
The plot is focused around Maggie,
an angel in training who, in order to
achieve a higher consciousness must aid
in the transcendence of the seven indi-
viduals who have no particular identity.
By allowing each character to share their
story of sexual ambiguity, Maggie not
only helps each character reach salva-
tion, but in addition helps to breach her
own fluctuation between life and death.
It is a story that speaks of the misrepre-
sentation of personal roles within mod-
ern society, fitting in the peices of misfit
identities. Under the rubric of sexual
awareness, Kate Bornstein taps into the
insecurity of the individual's place within
the community of social behavior.
Basing the theme around the reli-
gious salvation of each character, the
plot hits upon a rather fantastic spiritual
theory. However it does not broadcast
the hokey religiosity frequent to New
Age cultism and the like. The plot, in fact,
is quite clever in its ability to illustrate
the actual meaning behind each
character's sexual transformation with-
out militantly forcing the issue of
transexual existence.
The script, written exclusively by
Ms. Bornstein creates a direct dialogue
between the character and the audience.
This technique intensifies the intimacy
between the audience and the character,
thus magnifying the subject matter with-
out preaching it from afar. The plot re-
mains sensitive to each character's or-
deal while at the same time illustrating
the witty humor of the subjects situation
as it is perceived by modern society.
Initially, I have to admit that I was
a bit cautious of the performance mate-
rial. However, after seeing the very down
to earth manner in which the subject was
presented, I found that I was not threat-
ened by brash solicitation of transexual
values which could easily have been il-
lustrated. This show was not a political
statement to intimidate or speak out
against homophobic anti-liberals. It, in
fact, was merely a candid demonstra-
tion of an alternative existence which
remains widely misunderstood by the
general public. It was a diverse experi-
ment in light of mainstream entertain-
ment thoroughly enjoyable at both a face
value and deeper social context. As the
character of Maggie states; "You don't
have to believe in this, just listen to it."
Todtale Podtale is meant to be a continuing story in which Trinity students contribute approximatelyfour-hundred word episodes each week. Contributions should be submitted to Box 1469. We willpublish entries anonymously, although we would encourage you to include your name and box |number. By including this series, the Arts section hopes to encourage students to participate in
the art of creative writing. Go crazy! Have fun!
Rebecca got tired of waiting for Todd in the car. It had seemed like an
eternity and Todd had still not come back, so she decided to go looking for him
inside the house. Despite her feelings of trepidation, Rebecca forced herself to push
open the now unlocked, weather-beaten door. She entered into the darkness of the
house. Reaching into her pocket, she fumbled for her cigarette lighter. Its flame
penetrated the gloom, casting long shadows against the yellowed wallpaper. As
Rebecca held her light up near the wall, she noticed something hanging there. There
were several framed photographs. Rebecca held the light close to look at them. One
picture drew her attention. It was a picture of Sarah with a boyfriend of hers, a man
Rebecca had wanted so desperately, yet he only had eyes for Sarah. Rebecca
remembered the times the three of them had spent together in the house, their own
private hideaway.
Those carefree days of childhood had been such happy times. Rebecca,
Sarah, and Wink had been so close they were inseparable. They had spent all their
time together. They were happy until that day Sarah had ruined it all. Rebecca told
Sarah that she had feelings for Wink, and Sarah had laughed cruelly at her.
"You fool!".she said. "Wink and I are in love and nothing is going to keep
us apart. Not you, or anyone else. We've known for months and months that we
love each other. We finally admitted it to ourselves that day that you were sick and
couldn't come out to play. We were in the house all by ourselves."
"But that can't be true/' she muttered backing away in disbelief.
"Face facts, honey, Wink is mine, all mine!" Sarah laughed maniacally in
Rebecca's face.
Rebecca felt a seething rage within her. Without thinking, she grabbed the
fire poker and blindly swung again and again at Sarah whose battered body fell
limply to the floor. A pool of blood leaked out of Sarah's head and stained the white
carpet. Dazed, Rebecca let the poker slip out of her hand.
Rebecca.."/,' Rebecca . . . REBECCA!" She snapped back to the present as
she turned around and saw Todd smilirig at her.
"Oh Wink... Imean... Todd,I'm so glad you found me," Rebecca beamed.
By A. Nonymous & Anon E. Mous
HARTFORD ARTS
TheBushhell
March 10-15— Meet Me in St. Louis : Family life in the Midwest at the turn
of the century is celebrated in this brand new musical. Complete With non-stop
dancing, rollicking new songs, and a tenderly moving and humorous story.
Tickets $9-$34.50.
For more information and tickets, call 527-8555.
March 12-May 10— Gretchen Garner: Landscapes, Promenade Gallery.
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 11-3 pm.
For more information, call 527-1084
Hartford Stage Company
February 21- March 21— Hidden Laugher, the American premiere of a
comedy spanning the decade in the life of a British literary agent and his novelist
wife as they seek peace and quiet at their country cottage, where they discover the
unexpected complications of infidelities and indifference. For showtimes and
ticket info, call 527-5151. Student rates available.
Real Art Ways Presents "Genderama"
Friday, March 6th- April 11th - "Are You A Boy Or A Girl?" A group
exhibiton with an opening reception from 5-7 pm at Real Art Ways Gallery, 56
Arbor Street. .
Friday, March 13th— An Evening of Poetry featuring Assoto Saint, Vega,
and Philip Robinson. 8 pm. 56 Arbor Street.
For more information, call 232-1006.
TheaterWorks
Marchl3th-April 12th—Tivo Rooms. A young American teacher is held
hostage in Beirut. . . his devoted wife works for his release half a world away.
Tickets $12-$17. Student rates available. The Hutensky Theater, 233 Pearl Street.
For tickets and information, call 527-7838.
Trinity Arts Scene
Thursday, March 5th-Friday, March 20th— Sculpture installations by
Brigid Kennedy and Laura Cloud, visiting assistant professors of Fine Arts.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Reception March 5th from 5 to 7 pm. Free
admission. "
Thursday, March 5th-Thursday, March 26th— Black Women of Connecti-
cut: Achievments Against the Odds. An award-winning travelling exhibition
produced by the CT Historical Society to honor the contributions of eighty-one CT
black women in fourteen fields of endeavor over the past two centuries. Mather Art
Space, Mather Hall from 10 am to 8 pm daily. Sponsored by the Women's Center
& TCBWO.
Miscellaneous
Sunday March 15—- Maggie Casella, a lesbian comedienne will perform. 7
pm. Koeppel Student Center. Port of Women's History Month and B-Glad Week.
Free admission.
Music •
Sunday, March 15th— Harpsichordist Robert Edward Smith, composer-in-
residence at Trinity College, will perform a recital of works by couperin, Vivaldi,
Scarlatti and J. S. Bach. 3 pm at theTrihity College Chapel. The Music Journal said
Smith is "clearly in the front rank of world harpsichordists." Tickets available at the
door only.
 : ,
• . • • . . . • • • • •
Saturday, March 14th-- The Trinity College Community Orchestra will
perform music by Mendelssohn and Donizetti. Douglas Johnson, Conductor, with
guest artist Jane Barthelemy, coloratura soprano. 8:15 in the Trinity Chapel.
Public Talks
Monday, March 16th— Finding the Mother Within, a workshop by Carole
lone, a journalist and psychotherapist whose recent book, Pride of Family: Four
Generations of Women of Color, explores her journey of self-discov ery by unearth-
ing the history of her foremothers. 7 pm, Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall. Free
Admission. A booksigning and informal talk at Gallows Hill Bookstore will
precede the workshop at 5 pm. Part of the 'night Mother series. .
ARTS AND MOISTS ATTRIMTY,. i
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You Don't Need A Passport...
Sondheim Country At Trinity
BY LAUREL B. PORTNOY
Arts Editor
The Trinity community was treated
to a very special day of tribute and recol-
lection as some of Broadway's most re-
spected and renowned stars gathered at
the Austin Arts Center to celebrate the
passionate work of composer/lyricist
Stephen Sondheim. Over 200 people
participated in A Sondheim Saturday on
March 7th, which was certainly a day
that will go down in history in the Trinity
Arts scene.
The steady rain and gray clouds
present on Saturday did not hinder the
days events. One might even say it was
justifiably "Sondheimian," for the series
of discussions, lectures, and perfor-
mances focused on the complex and of-
ten stormy issues that are characteristic
of this Broadway genius.
After brief opening remarks by
Austin Arts Center Director Jeffry
Walker, Associate Professor Gerald
Moshell ( who coordinated the event
with Walker) spoke on Sondheim's Choices,
or What's Hard/Simple, Sorry /Grateful,
Either /Or on the Road You Didn 't Take. His
talk, complete with musical selections
from 3 of Sondheim's shows, intricately
explored the "intrusion of thought any
less slick than a banana peel." Moshell
emphasized how Sondheim stuck to the
notion of "aft abhorring an answer" and
presented characters that face real hu-
man choices. For comparative means,
Moshell was so, bold as to offer alterna-
tive lyrics for the song Sorry /Grateful,
from Company, that might have come
from a "lesser composer."
Participants were then treated to a
lunch in the Washington Room, where
Associate History Professor Michael
Lestz gave an informative lecture on the
setting of Sondheim's Pacific Overtures,:
which was performed by Trinity's Music
Department last weekend. Pacific Over-
tures is Sondheim's clash of cultures
musical that explores the Western world's
physical/cultural invasion of Japan.
The highlight of the day was a
stellar performance of some of
Sondheim's best selections by two shin-
ing performers, Elaine Stritch and Jim
Walton. Intertwined with selections from
MerrilyWe Role Along, Sweeney Todd,Com-
pany, and Anyone Can Whistle, were
personal anecdotes and commentary that
dealtdirectlywithbothoftheperformer's
personal experiences with Sondheim and
his work. The cast of Pacific Overtures
joined Stritch on stage for a ensemble
version of The Little Things You Do To-
gether fromCompany, from which Stritch
also performed her trademark song, The
Ladies Who Lunch. The extreme emo-
tional attachment that both performers
feel toward Sondheim was matched by
their stellar and powerful performances
in Goodwin Auditorium.
The afternoon continued when a
distinguished panel gathered to discuss
Sondheim's work from a
multidisciplinary perspective. New York
Times drama critic Frank Rich joined
Stritch and Walton on this diverse panel.
Also present was Pat Birch, a Sondheim
choreographer, Susan Schulman, direc-
tor of the 1989 revival of Sweeney Todd as
well as the current Broadway smash The
Secret Garden, and John Simon, drama
critic for New York magazine. The panel
discussed a gamut of Sondheimian is-
sues, from his themes of disillusionment
to his relative success compared to other
current musicals.
Many of the participants of A
Sondheim Saturday stayed on campus
during the evening hours to witness
Trinity's intriguing production of Pacific
Overtures.
Complete with Broadway s tars and
famed critics, A Sondheim Saturday was a
fine tribute to a man who has been recog-
nized world wide for his contributions to
the American musical theater.
Participants in last Saturday's tribute to Broadway composer/lyricist Stephen Sondheim include:
Director Susan Schulmanj Actor JimWalton, Choreographer Pat Birch, Actress Elaine Stritch, Drama
Critics John Simon and Frank Rich,
LAUREL PORTNOY
A Band Called Earih Travels In A Planet Caravan
BYIOHNBRAIKOVIC
Arts Writer , •.
The rain falls gently on the
meadows of England; thunder rolls over
distant hills. A church bell chimes the
afternoon away off in the distance. But
"what is this, that stands before me; fig-
ure in black, which points at me? Turn
'round quick and start to run...find out
I'm the chosen one oh NO!"
"That black shape with eyes of
fire/telling people their desire; Satan's;
sitting there, he's smiling, watches those
flames burn higher and higher oh no
PLEASE GOD HELP MB!"
' "There it is, the end, my friend;
Satan's coming 'round the bend. People
running 'cause they're scared...people
better go and beware oh please NO!"
So died pop, a few years after
the summer of love and just after the
Zeppelin. The group? Well, once upon a
time there was a band Called Earth. A
young man named Bill Ward was a mem-
ber of it, as were Geezer Butler, Tony
Iomni, and John Osbourne. Despite the
fact that their first record brought a cer-
tain poem by Keats to mind, they were
indeed a true 'sixties band.
Immediately after the initial
salvo, the band recorded "The Wizard,"
a song I have heard someone besides
myself play on this campus (Thanks,
Terry!). Following that came the won-
derful jam' of "Behind the Wall of Sleep"
and "Bassically"—excellent dance
song(s) toward the end. "N.I.B." the
"Nativity in Black" ended the first side,
of course; the first and only infernal love
song (until "Melissa" and "Alison Hell,"
perhaps), and thesubject of innumerable
high school band covers. •;'•'•' .
It's a "Wicked World" out there; •
though, arid the second side bore that
out. "A politician's job, they say, is very
high...'cause he's gotta choose who's
gonna go out and die." "A Bit of Finger"
picked up on that after the reprise of
"Wicked World." Throughout we get
guitar licks that put Jimmy to shame.
The "Sleeping Village" provides a brief
respite, but WARNING! the last song is
not for the unjilted. "You never said you
loved me and I don't believe you can,
'ca use Isawyouina dream and you were
with another man; you look so cool and
casual and I try to look the same, but now
I've got to know you tell me who am I to
blame?"
A year later a second album
went on sale. This effort obtained a
Kinks-reminiscent title, Paranoid,
through their record label's fear that the
initial title, taken once more from the first
song on the album, was too political.
"War Pigs," however, has gone on to be
a classic years after Vietnam. One of the
band's best songs, this tune was just cov-
ered over the last few years by Faith No
More and Sacred Reich. If you need to be
told the next song, stop reading—unless
you're for my brain.
PlanetCaravan returned to the
psychedelic tradition in a manner new to
the buyers of their previous album. Note
that this song has an entirely different
sequel a year later, But the biggest sur-
prise on Paranoid was little tune called,
oh, what was its name? I'll remember
when "Heavy bolts of lead, fills his vic-
tims fulls of dread. Running as fast as
they can, Iron Man lives again!" Every
Friday night, the local commercial rock
stations dutifully crank out this song,
thus satiating an older generation of
metalheads.
Unfortunately, the popularity
of the songs on side one has diminished
that of those on side two. "Gray flecks in
the sky, warn you you're gonna die; storm
coming, better hide, from the atomic tide."
"Electric Funeral" paints a marvellous
picture of nuclear holocaust: "robot
mindsof robotslaves,lead them toatomic
graves... dying world of radiation, victim
of man's frustratibn."
For those of you out there who
'like to shoot up, the band has a few
(possibly hypocritical) things to say:
"you're havin' a good time baby, but that
won't last; your mind's all full of things,
you're living too fast; go out enjoy your-
self, don'tbother them—you heed some-
one to help you slip the needle in, yeah!..."
The subject of this song ODs fatally at the
end, but "Hand of Doom" cranks past
morality.
"Jack the Stripper" and "Rat
Salad" are another great medley leading
into "Going home, late last night. Sud-
denly I got a fright. Yeahllooked through
a window and surprise what I saw—
fairy boots a-dancing with a glove oh!"
Yes, children, fairies do wear boots. "So
I went to the doctor, see what he could
giVe me; he said 'son, son you've gone
too far. Cause smokin' and tripping is all
that you do' Yeahhhhh!" It's nice to see
bands that are aware of what's going to
do them in and do it anyway.
One final item. A reputable
source (student) has just informed me
that Ronnie James Dio has just returned
to the band as lead singer after a thirteen
year hiatus. Ouch, I feel old. "In the
misty morning, on the edge of time and
space...."
THERES NOTHING IIKE IT!
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Hartford Symphony Orchestra: An Indicator
Of The Economic State Of Connecticut?
BY SUNNY ASGHAR
Metro-Hartford Editor
The headlines shocked most die-
hard symphony fans: "Labor Dispute
Postpones Hartford Symphony Opener,"
"Hartford Symphony Orchestra Post-
pones Henry Mancini Concert",
"Musician's Union rejects HSO
management's offer forces HSO to post-
pone, November 5 and 6 concerts at the
Bushnell","Hartford Symphony Orches-
tra postpones Pops Season Opener due
to continuing Labor dispute," and "Hart-
ford Symphony Orchestra postpones
Mozart Requiem due to continuing dis-
pute with union."
The reason behind all these cancel-
lations (as seen by the some of the head-
lines) is the dispute between the HSO
management and Local 400 of the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians.
The HSO management presented
the union with a new contract for eco-
nomic reality which dictates that the HSO
reduce the amount of money guaranteed
to the 21 "core" musicians. The HSO's
proposal increased the per service (re-
hearsal or performance) wages of those
21 players by 41%. While this results in
a decrease in real income of an average
25 % for those 21 musicians, the proposal
also eliminates the required weekday
day-time services for them so that they
can supplement their income. The offer,
however, was rejected by the union with-
out a vote from the membership.
The HSO repeatedly made offers
to pay musicians last year's pay service
rate between $74 and $111 for each two
and one half to three hour rehearsal or
performance.
Upon talking with Jean Spivey, I
understood that the situation between
the symphony and the HSO manage-
ment was considerably
improving,however,no decisions had
been finalized as of yet.
I was able to obtain from Ms Spivey
the following list of printed questions
and answers which serve to explain the
current dispute between the symphony
and the HSO management (all answers
were previously responded to,none are
part of the conversation between Ms
Spivey and myself and are subject to
change as to when they were first formu-
lated).
QjWhyhavenegotiaiionsbetween
HSO management and the Local 400 of
the American Federation of Musicians
stalled, causing the postponement of the
Symphpny Season opener?
A: The union's proposal, which
has remained unchanged since May,
would add $746,621 annually to the,
Symphony's accumulated deficit. The
union proposal includes an 8% pay in-
crease, a new 5% pension plan, 5 paid
personal days, and a myriad of work
schedule changes tha t would incur many
new expenses. In addition, the musi-
cians are demanding to be paid for opera
and ballet work, which is no longer con-
tracted through the Hartford Symphony.
Q: The musicians are calling this a
lockout. Why won't Symphony man-
agement accept the union's offer to be
paid at last year's level for these opening
concerts?
A: Last year's wages contained
payment for services (rehearsals or per-
formances) for both Connecticut Opera
and the Hartford Ballet, which are no
longer contracted through the Hartford
Symphony. The Symphony should not
be asked to pay for services that are now
contracted for by other organizations.
Q: HSO management offered the
musicians a "play and talk" agreement
of these concerts. What was it?
A: HSO management offered the
musicians last year's "per service" rate
— between $74.22 ad $111.33, depend-
ing on the player — for the rehearsals
and two performances required for the
October 15 & 16 production. A service
lasts between 21/2 to 3 hours. Each of
the71 players would have been compen-
sated between $445.32 and $667.98 for
roughly 16 hours of work.
Q: Why is the Symphony propos-
ing reductions in the work and compen-
sation schedules for core musicians?
A: The Hartford Symphony, like
many New England businesses, is suf-
fering from the effects of the recession.
The level of corporate funding and the
number of concert sponsors has dropped
sharply. In addition, three organizations
who used to purchase musicians' ser-
vices from the HSO — the Hartford Bal-
let, Connecticut Opera, and the now-
defunct Hartford Chamber Orchestra —
are no longer doing so. Because of this
situation, the HSO must reduce the
amount of work we can guarantee the 21
core musicians. Work schedules and
compensation for the other 65 contracted
musicians. Work schedules and com-
pensationfor the other 65 contracted mu-
sicians will remain at last year's levels.
Q: HSO management says that the
union's proposal would put the Sym-
phony out of business. How is that pos-
sible?
A: The union's proposal would add
over $750,000 to the Symphony's 1991-
92projected operating deficitof $188,550.
With a budget of only $2.8 million and an
existing accumulated deficit of
$552,322...the,union's proposal will in-
crease pur accumulated deficit to
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$1,490,872—over 50% of our entire oper-
ating budget. The following year the
deficit would climb to at least $2,300,872.
Q: How does the musicians' com-
pensation compare with other orches-
tras of a similar size?
A: The musicians have been of-
fered a compensation rate of between
$74.22 and $11.33 per service. This is the
highest per service rate in Connecticut
and 10.5% higher than 21 other orches-
tras in our budget size.
Q: The HSO has an endowment of
$4.6 million. Couldn't the HSO use that
to pay core musicians?
A: Invading the endowment prin-
cipal would have two very negative con-
sequences a) the alienation of endow-
ment donors who gave their money with
the understanding that we would use
only the interest from their gift, and b)
the fairly rapid elimination of the en-
dowment itself which generates interest
needed to maintain traditional Hartford
Symphony concerts in future years. In-
vading the endowment principle consti-
tutes a short range solution to a much
longer term issue.
Q: Some people say that the qual-
ity of the HSO will decrease if the 6 -year-
old core concept of employing 21 musi-
cians at "full time work for full time pay"
is reduced to part-time status. Is that
true?
A: Hartford has been blessed with
a top quality symphony orchestra for 48
years. And quality is comprised of many
factors — artistic leadership, choice of
repertoire, guest artists, the number of
rehearsals, and musicians. All of the
musicians of the orchestra, usually 80-
100 members, are important to artistic
quality.
The union's proposal, just on
wages and benefits -not considering the
myriad of work rule changes they've just
asked for- would add nearly $750,000 to
the symphony deficit in the first year
alone.
It can also be held true that the
above dispute is further failed by the
current recessionary times that have
enveloped the country .NO area it seems
is suffering from the recession as much
as New England. If comparisons are to
be made the HSO literature states that
the HSO per service rate is one of the
highest in the nation for orchestra's in
our class.
It must also be remembered that in
hard times the people turn toward all
kinds of art forms to ease their minds
from the tensions of the
everyday .Government cuts seem to be
affecting some of the primary areas of
our lives; areas that provide the average
rnanadistractionfromhiseverydayprob-
lems- and I am sure that all those who
love the Symphony will support this
claim.
Haittoid In Brief
Who's in Charge, Here?: That q*uesjion vrlc'ieyecl .'less
crystal clear answer when the dust had settled oh theToWn Committee
races across the city; in all but one district, the slates supported by
Hartford Mayor Carrie Saxon Perry were delivered humiliating losses.
The results only confirm the confusion as to who will become Town
Chair; many feel that Edwin Vargas, supposedly the heir apparent, has
been stymied in his quest for said position,.
State Universitys' Funds Cut: Several state vocational and tech-
nical schools had their funds slashed in the budget submitted two ,
weeks ago by Lowell Wiecker. Also hit Was the state's Well known
school UConn, where tuition and fees h|ve rjjsen78% over tKe last four
years. The cuts will also hurt the four Cohn&ticut state colleges,-Where
the aid supplied by the city would be $14 million less than th? Sjdhopl-;
system needs to met its $139 million budglt , ' .'.I *' ~ - ^
Fireman, Fireman, Save Your Contract: TheHartfdrd City CoiiiK
cil rejected a pjari.tb 'gnfefirfefightep a 25% salary^ctease over me next ;
three ye'ars, while giving rnorlp^erto.the Hartford Fire Chief, John
Stewart, the whole thing should go to arbitration itext; the dispute over
 v
me last contract colt me c^ ty $500,000 m legal fees.
 : . ' % ,
Swan Dive Halted: The state General Assembly has blocked a •
plan by the State Department of Environmental Protection to reduce
swanpopulation through seeking out nests and shaking the swan eggs,
thereby killing the unborn swan babies. The State Department"of"
Environmental Protection offered the plan in an effort to pacify hunt-
ers, Who complain that the growing swan population has held down,
the numbers of ducks during the huriting season. \. '. *
Corporation Council Out: Embattled Jorge Simon, Corporation
Counsel to the City Council resigned, following a vote to begin the
process of formally removing him. Si,mon had faced charges of not
cooporating with the Mayor and the Council. .
Hello, Birdie: The extremely successful show Bye Bye Birdie is
coming to New Haven, opening tomorrow (Tuesday) and running
through March 22nd, The show, which debuted in 1960 on Broadway
features Broadway actor Tommy Tune, is currently on a cross-country
tour. , : > ' [ ' '
Two, Please, Over Easy: The University of Hartford has re/^hily 1
acquired a collection of 23 ostrich eggs (riot shaken), aecbrate^by
Barbara Rrye, and 80-year old woman who makes her'residence,in
Maryland. • , - ' *
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Trinity's Equestrian Club
Fares Well At Yale Show
BY CHRISTOPHER MacEVITT
Special To The Tripod
. The Trinity College Equestrian
Club started the spring semester show-
ing themselves to be a team with a future
at the IHSA Horse Show at Yale on Feb-
ruary 29, when the Trinity team placed
sixth out of sixteen teams, some of them
with over tw hundred riders. With sev-
eral freshmen, a new faculty advisor and
seven ribbons from this first horse show,
it is a significant gain since Trinity faced
well-funded, professionally coached
teams.
Trinity's solid win of seven rib-
bons, having only nine riders compet-
ing, can be credited to a strong freshman
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m reservations«1-80M484849
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'SERVICES
120 N. Aurora St., Ithaca, NY 14850
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effort. Freshmen Kevin Blumberg cap-
tured first and second place finishes and
Margaret Griffin also came away with a
victory. Alicia Mioli '95 and junior Eu-
gene Northacker both captured third
place finishes, while Ellie Pack '95 earned
fourth place. Kim Raods '95 also earned
a ribbon, finishing in fifth place in her
event. Seniors Sarah Chappell and Nessy
Thompsonand Christopher MacEvitt '95
also rode well in the show.
The Equestrian Club was accom-
panied to the Yale meet by its advisor,
Mrs. Lynn Talit, Trinity College Library
Film Curator. The team plans to com-
pete in early April in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts. Sarah Chappell, the out-
going president, is credited with leaving
the young and enthusiastic riders with a
stronger organizational core and greater
opportunity to work as a team than in
previous years.
Trinity Equestrian Club recently competed in the ISHA horse
show at Yale University, where they placed sixth out of sixteen
teams in the meet. Members of the Team: front row (1 to r)
Christopher MacEvitt, Eugene Northacker, Kevin Blumberg, AI
Casella.
Back Row: Alicia Mioli, Nancy Lima, Margaret Griffin, Sarah
Chappell, Laurie Schaeffer.
CYNTHIA KRON
Hockey Learning What It Takes To Compete
continued from page 28
eight minutes to play, the combination of
MacDonald, Bruno, and Snecinski pro-
duced several dangerous shots on
Suffolk's Allen, but were unable to cash
in. As the clock ticked under three min-
utes, the Bantams finally tied the score.
Tom Presz '92, joining a rush up the ice,
rifled a 25 foot shot which Allen could
not handle cleanly. Brendan Monahan
'95, positioned near the net, stuffed the
rebound home. Before the Bants could
take advantage of the momentum from
Monahan's goal, Suffolk retook the lead.
Suffolk forward MattMansfield was the
benificiary of a lucky deflection which
left the puck resting in the crease. He
popped the puck home for the winning
goal. Suffolk added an empty netter in
the waning moments for the 4-2 final.
Plain
LSAT
Preparation
Course
The Suffolk game was not indica-
tive of the Bantams inspired play this
season. After cruising early in the season
against mostly ECAC South opponents,
Trinity had a tough time adjusting to the
talent of the tough ECAC East teams.
However, with recent efforts against
Norwich and the UConn Huskies, which
pushed these two powerhouses to the
edge, the Bantams proved that when
playing with emotion they are a solid
East team.
Coach Dunham has nothing but
praise for the eight seniors who helped
lead the team this year, calling
them..."one of the best classes of players
I've ever had." Dunham regards tri-
captain Scott Leddy, who has the most
career points for a Trinity defenseman,
as..."one of the top Trinity players of all
time." Tri-captains Steve Burgess and
Tom Scull (Trinity's career penalty min-
utes leader) also had great careers with
the Bantams, contributing all four years.
Jeff MacDonald and Tom Presz played
some of their best hockey ever this year.
Center Marty Mooney continued to be a
fantastic penalty killer, and will be re-
membered for scoring last year's North-
South championship goal. In goal, the
Bantams graduate two quality players.
Backup Rich Getzoff was always sharp
when called upon, and brought a great
work ethic to the team. Number one
goaltender Jeff Tuck..."established him-
self as one of Trinity's great goalies,"
according to Dunham. His performances
were vital to the team this year as he
would routinely make 35 saves per game.
Dunham views next season as the
continuation ot a building process and
feels that it will probably take three years
to become a real contender in the ECAC
East. Next year the team will have only
three seniors, Jay Monahan, John
Snecinski, and Geoff Kelley, all forwards.
These three will have the task of leading
the team against more top competition.
Next year's juniors feature Harry
Einbender, who has emerged as a force
on the blueline, and Todd Mills. Mills is
probably the fastest player on the team
and will be called upon to score. In the
same class, James Stuart has developed
into an effective defenseman, and fon-
ward Chris Golini continues to play
physically.
The team's youngsters, next year's
sophomores, are critical to the team's
future success. More than a dozen of
them saw the ice this year. Dunham
notes that..."freshmen Bruno, Carroll,
and Pat Ashe are going to be forces within
the team." All contributed a great deal
this year, with Carroll leading the team
in scoring. The 1992-3 Bantams will play
seventeen games in the ECAC East with
the remaining six contests against old
ECAC South rivals. The schedule is
stacked with great teams, and the Bants
will probably have some tough times.
However, the Bantams have successfully
blended into the East, and with their
young talent, as well as the anticipated
good recruiting class, they will build into
a stronger squad in the future and begin
to climb in stature in their new, more
demanding conference.
Introducing
Ronkin's New LSAT Premium Program.
Just because something has been
around for a long time doesn't
necessarily mean it's good.
The Ronkin Educational Group is
an innovative company that has put
together the latest in research,
 T
technology, and teaching
techniques in a new LSAT
course. We call it our LSAT
Premium Program and it's
been designed to help you EDIICAT10.HAL* GROUP
obtain the highest possible score so
that you can get into the best law
school. Because, as you know,
graduating from law school doesn't
guarantee a job. You need to
graduate from the best.
So don't take chances by
going to an old test
preparation company.
Call Ronkin today.
You deserve the very best.
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • Over 145 Locations Nationwide
The Trinity College Hockey team ended its season last
week. Here, the team celebrates a score in their 7-2 triumph
over Connecticut College. Victories were not as easy to
come by for the team this season, as they found themselves
in the much tougher North/South Division. Still, with a
solid class of freshmen, the team's chances of improving on
the .500 record of this season look very good.
CYNTHIA KRON
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Intramural Update
Intramural Basketball Playoffs are winding
down, as both levels are heading towards the
championship game. Wednesday night, the
College Championships will be held with the
winner of the Bomb Squad/Terminators game
playing the winner of The Balls/Team Violence
game. Thursday night, the Professional Cham-
pionship will be played, pitting Flores against
Mr.O's.
i
UPCOMING EVENTS:
The Trinity 3 On 3 Basketball Tournament.
This special event will consist of a single elimi-
nation tournament to be held over 1 or 2 days.
Teams should consist of four players (one sub)
and fit into one of the following divisions:
1. Men's Pro - No more than one varsity
player.
2. Men's Amateur - No varsity players.
3. Women - No more than two varsity play-
ers.
Softball begins immediately after spring
break. Sign up now to play in the major.leagues
of Triple A. Co-ed teams are Welcomed and
encouraged. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE
ACCEPTED!
Co-ed Indoor Soccer. Games will begin
after spring break and will be played in the field
house. Teams will be five per side, at least two
women on the floor at all times.
Doubles Tennis. Matches will take place
following Spring Break. Enter your doubles
team in the single sex or mixed doubles category.
ALL ENTRIES ARE DUE BY FRIDAY,
MARCH 20th. ,
Kim Aguilar'94
The Athlete of the Week this week is
women's swimmer Kim Aguilar '94. In the
New England Championships held at
Bowdoin College, Aguilar set a new school
record in the 200-yard Butterfly, finishing in a
time of 2:15.52. Aguilars time was over three
seconds faster than the old mark of 2:18.60, a
mark Aguilar set last season as a freshman.
Statistics
1991-92 Women's Squash
Player
Hammond
Whitmore
Jones
Dyson
Dann
Chick
Kim
Yr
93
95
94
93
95
93
93
1991-92 Men's
Player
McCarthy
O'Connell
Mullin
Hopkins
O'Brien
Bullitt
Hart
Yr
93
95
95
93
93
95
93
JV
4
8
7
9
7
10
7
L
6
3
2
2
6
3
5
Individual Records
Player
Davison
LaMotte
Spahr
Yr
94
95
92
Tomlinson 92
Nicolls
Tyler
Patten
95
94
94
w
11
11
10
4
3
3
2
Squash Individual Records
W
9
7
11
10
7
7
9
L
3
9
5
3
2
7
3
Player
Felley
Keller
Yr
94
93
w
13
5
Hetherington 94 7
Roca
Savara
Beard
Swain
92
93
95
93
7
1
4
2
1991-92 Final Hockey Statistics (10-10-4)
Player
Carroll
Snecinski
Mills
MacDonald
Leddy
Bruno
Cooke
Einbender
Ashe
B. Monahan
J. Monahan
Eiserman
Mooney
Oglebay
Golini
Scull
Burgess
Presz
Staurt
Yanetti
Kelley
Good
Tuck
Goaltender
Tuck
Getzoff
McMahon
Yr
94
92
94
92
93
94
93
95
93
95
95
95
94
93
95
93
95
95
95
94
93
94
93
Yr
92
92
95
G
11
9
4
10
SV5
.906
.882
.811
2
5
8
5
2
7
3
6
6
5
3
3
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
fa
A
11
10
14
6
14
10
5
8
9
3
7
3
3 ;
4
6
4
5
6
3
2
0
1
1
GAA
3.52
3.88
6.55
Pts
22
19
18
16
16
15
13
13
11
10
10
9
9
9
9
7
6 -
6
3
2
1
1
1
W-L-1
8-8-3
1-1-0
1-1-1
+/=
9.5
10.0
4.5
11.5
20.5
10.5
3.5
8.0 .
1.0
7.5
-1.5
6.0
4.5
6.5 .
7.0
-5.5
17.5
5.5
-8.0
E
-3.0
4.0
-1.0
1
 SO
2
0
0
L
2
2
3
0
0
0
0
L
3
6
6
3
3
4
2
College View Specials
Come to the View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are only $3 when you
order a meal between 6 p m and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3.50 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are
only $3.50 between 9 p m and closing.
Tii§i||ii3.50 Pitcher Night At The View
TRIPOD SPORTS
IT'S HARD TO BE HUMBLE WHEN YOU'RE THE BEST!
Ice Hockey Ends Season With Disappointing
Loss at Suffolk; Final Record Of 10-104
Loss To OldNorth/South Foe Ends Transitory Season
BYJOHNTWICHELL
Sports Writer
The Trinity Bantam hockey team ended their 1991-2
season with a disappointing 4-2 loss to Suffolk University.
The contest, played at Boston College's Conte Forum, evened
the Bantams record at 10-10-4. For the Bantams, who are
used to playingfor championships at this point in theseason,
the game was difficult to get excited for. They have been
ineligible for the playoffs all season because they are new in
the ECAC East, and a meaningless Sunday night road game
against an inferior team did not light a fire in the Bantams'
bellies. The team was also unable to practice the day before
the game due to the dearth of ice time available at Kingswood.
The Bantams seemed throughout the Suffolk game to
be biding their time, waiting to make a decisive move.
However, for Trinity, the big move never came. Trinity did
open the scoring, with a Pat Bruno '95 goal early in the first
period. Bruno took a long breakout pass from linemate John
Snecinski '93, beat a defenseman, and skated in on Suffolk
goalie Jeff Allen. Bruno faked a forehand shot and then
flipped the p uck to his backhand, sliding it past Allen. With
the goal, Bruno, who plays hockey and soccer at Trinity,
extended his point scoring streak to nine games. For the
remainder of the first stanza the Bants could not add to their
lead. At the defensive end, Trinity senior goaltender Rich
Getzoff and the Bant defensive corps kept Suffolk off of the
Scoreboard,
In the early portion of the second period both teams
had good scoring chances. Jus t over a minute into the period
Getzoff made a spectacular sprawling save on Suffolk for-
ward Peter Nelson who had a clean breakaway. Snecinski
followed with a break in of his own. His effort was saved,
and Bruno collected the rebound and passed to Jeff
MacDonald '92 in the slot. MacDonald's point blank shot
was smothered by Allen, keeping the score at 1-0.
With 5:17 left in the second, the referee ejected Trinity
wing Chris Golini '94 and assessed a five minute major to
him. Golini had been tangled up on the ice with a Suffolk
player, and in an effort to get free he kicked at the player. The
official felt Golini's intentions were malicious and banished
him. Buoyed by the man advantage, Suffolk scored at 3:59
tying the contest 1-1. Still shorthanded, the Bantams' Todd
Mills '94 came back seconds later with a tremendous burst of
speed to set up a Jay Monahan '93 scoring bid. Monahan,
Freshman Todd Carroll (front) leaves ,his opponent on the ice, skating effortlessly
past. Carroll, the team's leading scorer this season, with eleven goals and eleven
assists, gives hope to the team for its future years in East/West competition. Two
weeks ago, Carroll was named East/West Rookie of the Week for his performance,
in part for recording a hat trick against Wesleyan in their 6-6 tie.
5UZANNE FALLENDER
moving up ice to support Mills, took a pass and
fired wide of the net. Thereafter the Bants
successfully killed the penalty until a Suffolk
infraction evened the manpower on the ice.
Three minutes into the third period Suf-
folk took a 2-1 lead on another breakaway. The
Bantams responded with some good scoring
chances of their own, Freshman Todd Carroll
nearly evened the game when he ripped a shot
off of the Suffolk goalpost after being fed by
Mills. During a Trinity powerplay with under
please turn to page 26
The Trinity Women's Swimming Team wrapped up its season at the New England
Races, at Bowdoui two weeks ago. Although the team did not fare too well, finishing
19th out of 28 teams, sophomore Kim Aguilar set a school record in the 200-yard
Butterfly, bettering her own time of a year ago. Next year, when the team will have a
full season in their new pool, the team hopes to do even better than their 6-3 mark of
this year.
EMOEWETT
Trinity Rugby
Looks Ahead
Strong Fall Season Lifts
Hopes For The Rugby
Imports Tournament
BY ALEX MOTSENIGOS
Special To The Tripod
The Trinity Rugby team has another tough and de-
manding season ahead of them. The team's performance
last year was satisfactory; however, last fall's was out-
standing as the team placed 3rd among thirty teams in the
Division II New England Tournament. Though they lost in
the semifinal game against Bowdoin College, the team
ended with a conference record of .5-1, and an overall
season record of 7-3. Last semester's team captain Mowbray
Jackson '92 is confident that the team is potentially one of
the best in Division II New England. In the Spring the team
will participate in the Rugby Imports Tournament, in Provi-
dence Rhode Island. Twenty four rugby teams throughout
the New England area participate in this tournament, in
which Trinity placed third last year. This season, however,
the team is determined to win the tournament and finish
with an undefeated record.
-The-mggers began practicing two weeks ago and the
turn-out has been impressive, as nearly twenty new players
joined. One of the team's most intense rugby players James
Petretti '92 commented, "There is lot of talent out there."
Although the team practices three times a week, the train-
ing that is involved is rough and physically demanding.
Both 'veterans' and newcomers have exhibited great inten-
sity and enthusiasm. Although this season the ruggers will
face tough opponents, the team is prepared to live up to its
expectations and exhibit the talent and elegant aggressive-
ness the sport of rugby is known for.
